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One year later

Shoney's gunman asks for new trial
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor
When Fred Goodine, Jr., armed with a
hand gun. demanded his hostages to line up
against the wall in Shoney's Feb. 4, 1990,
Jennifer Becker, an employee, said she
quickly remembered television shows "where
they lined people up along a wall and picked
them all off."
One year ago, Goodine entered Shoney's
on Highway 123 in Clemson after shooting
and killing Mary E. Williams of Central in an
effort to escape police.
Becker, a junior majoring in biological
sciences, said when he entered the restaurant
it was packed with people and she barely
heard someone say, "stop what you 're doing."

"I looked up and saw him standing there
with a gun. Nobody noticed him or was
paying him any attention," she said. "He
wasn't pointing the gun at any one person. He
was just holding it out in front of him trying
to get everyone's attention. He wasn't talking loudly and seemed very calm."
As the manager dialed the police in the
back of the restaurant, Goodine walked to the
back with two or three people bringing the
total number of hostages to 10. Those remaining in the restaurant left at this time.
Goodine told the hostages he didn't want to
hurt anybody and that he only needed one
hostage, Becker said.
"He wasn 't threatening us or acting like he
was going to shoot everybody," she said. Not
appearing like a maniac, Becker said, Goodine

was calm but upset! "I think he realized what
the situation had come to. He was buying
time and I think he knew he was trapped."
Goodine looked like an ordinary costumer.
she said, and had even eaten at Shoney's that
morning.
"He apologized to us for having to pick
Shoney's but he knew it would be crowded,"
Becker said.
Shortly after the incident began, Goodine
released Becker.
Mike DiNapoli, a sophomore majoring in
industrial engineering, was working at the
restaurant as a cook and was the next to last
hostage to be released. For about five min-

see SHONEY'S, page 10
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The S.W.A.T team, armed with
assault gear waited for Goodine
to give himself up on Feb. 4,
1990.

Foundation approves
pay hike for Lennon

Chip East/senior Staff phoingrupher

Spring is here!

Amy Greene and Jennifer Morrow enjoy the spring-like weather that touched
the Upstate early in the week. How long will it last? Summer could be just
around the corner.

Sexual assault victims usually
know assailant, alcohol related
Editor's note: The following is the
second of a two part series on the
problems associated with rape on
campus.
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor
The majority of reported rapes
at Clemson are date rapes, said Hope
Threadgill, counseling psychologist
at the counseling center, adding no
verified stranger rapes have occurred on campus.
"Sometimes people think you're
only raped by someone you don't
know. That's not true. The majority
of rapes occur by people who you
do know," she said.
Date rape ranges from a first
date, someone you've known for a
period of time or someone offering
you a ride home.

Threadgill said several precautions can be taken to help minimize
being sexually assaulted.
"It's very important for women
to clearly state their intentions for a
date saying 'This is strictly a date
for a movie and dinner,' and guys
need to be clear if sex is expected as
part of a date," she added.
If a girl does not know her date
well she can suggest meeting at
public places such as a restaurant
and drive her own car, Threadgill
said. Doing activities with a group,
being assertive, communicating, not
being afraid to say no and avoiding
invitations to the guy's room are
suggestions for preventing date
rape, she said.
"Be aware of the dangers you
might be putting yourself in," she
said.
Although men have not been

involved with any group counseling for rape, Threadgill said men
are raped and the numbers of reported incidents are increasing. This
increase of reports is because it has
become more socially acceptable
for men to report being raped, she
said.
Threadgill said the Counseling
Center saw an increase in the number of students seeking counseling
for sexual assault during the fall
semester. Parties are characteristic
of that time of the year and seem to
have an influence on the higher
number of students coming to the
center, she said.
Alcohol, present at the majority
of parties, plays a role in this.
"Every rape case that has been
substantiated on Clemson's cam-

see RAPE, page 11

The Clemson University Foundation has approved a two-year
extension of a deferred compensation plan forClemson President Max
Lennon.
The new agreement is worth
$75,000 per year plus earnings,
which Lennon can receive in 1993
provided he remains at the University and continues to fulfill fundraising duties for the Foundation. If
Lennon terminates his employment
with the Foundation before Feb. 25,
1993, he forfeits that money. His
employment with the Foundation is
automatically terminated if he steps
down as president of Clemson University.
The agreement goes into effect
on Feb. 26, 1991, the day after
Lennon's original three-year deferred compensation package ends.
The original agreement, for $51,667
peryearplus earnings, will be worth

$205,775.46 in Feb. 1991. But if
Lennon chooses to receive the
money then, he forfeits the twoyear extension.
"The Foundation, as well as the
University, has been extremely fortunate to have Max Lennon's leadership, and we hope he will continue
to provide that leadership for many
years to come," said Dave Milling,
president of the Foundation. "The
success of the Campaign forClemson, which is closing in on its $62
million goal, is directly related to
the confidence people in South
Carolina have in Max Lennon as
president of Clemson."
The compensation for Lennon
comes from the principal of the
Foundation's unrestricted endowment. The Foundation is a tax-exempt organization that raises and
manages private contributions for
the University.

Boxes now
on Tiger
route
staff reports
Three enclosed newspaper
boxes were added to The Tiger
circulation route last week.
The bright orange boxes were
put in places to better serve student interest, Editor-in-Chief,
David Chamberlain said.
One is outside Harcombe
Dining Hall, the* second is in
McGinty Mall and the third is
near the C4 commuter parking
lot. "We wanted to give commuter
students access to a copy of The
Tiger on their way to class in the
morning," Chamberlain said.
Before the addition of the boxes,
papers could not be left in the
commuter lot because there is no
place to keep them dry if it rains.
"Putting the papers in the boxes
adds quite a bit more work for our

Chip Kasl/senior staff photographer

Boxes like this one have
been placed outsid of
Harcombe, in McGinty
Mall and in Lot C4.
circulation manager, but I think
the added service is worth it,"

see BOX, page 11
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Military replaces body count with tank count
© 1991 The Los Angeles Times
WITH U.S. FORCES, Saudi Arabia —
For Army commanders here, this remains a
war of numbers, a battle in which progress is
gauged through bland statistics used to monitor the destruction of Iraq as the allied air
bombardment continues.
The recitation of tanks destroyed and
bridges bombed, circulated among field officers almost every day, reduces war to sums
and fractions, an arithmetic approximation
of the erosion of the enemy.
To some, the ever-mounting estimates of
Iraqi battle damage seem an all too familiar
reprise of the systems-analysis of Vietnam,
where a fascination with enemy casualties
obscured the broader truth of a gradual
American defeat.
"Sounds like body counts all over again,"
one senior officer grumbled.
But in this phase of the ground-war preparation — well-insulated from combat itself
—- the U.S. commanders say the attention to
raw numbers reflects the best way they have
to gauge the combat power of the Iraqi Army
that they expect one day soon to figh'
"There's merit to counting v. rsat's >■'.:
there," Col. James C. Riley, comma. Jj; c-'r
the 3rd Brigade, 3rd Infantry Division, >«id_

in an interview the other day, as new reports
claimed that newly focused bombardment
had inflicted heavy blows on the combat
power of some Iraqi ground units.
"Body counts got a terrible reputation in
Vietnam," Riley said, "but really the interest
here has nothing to do with body counts. It
has everything to do with measuring enemy
strength. And that has real validity to our
mission."
The keen attention to the numbers, awaited
eagerly by ground commanders whose desert
headquarters are often no more than dusty
*ents erected behind an armored command
'ehicle, reflect a sense of certainty that they
will ultimately be called upon to complete
iiie destruction of the Iraqi army, the fourth

largest in the world.
"What's it going to take to make that guy
give up?" asked Lt. Col. Bill Reese, commander of a cavalry squadron assigned to the
1st Armored Division.
"I think that it's going to take going over
there and killing them all — kill all the right
guys, anyway."
Only fairly general estimates of enemy
battle damage have so far been made public.
But American officers here say the statistics they see have been extraordinarily precise, with almost daily updates, for example,
of what is now said to be an Iraqi transportation network now only 10 percent intact.
Among the targets now understood to be
destroyed are two railroad bridges across the
Euphrates River that, together, carried 11,000
tons of military supplies into Kuwait every
day — more than half the total needed to
sustain Iraqi forces there.
Other statistics known to be monitored
include percentage measurements of the destruction of Iraq's command and control
structure and the country's power generation
system, now believed to be operating at about
75 percent capacity.
By contrast, officers insist that only scant
attention is paid to "body counts," with the
overall number of Iraqi soldiers killed so far

regarded as a still-uncertain figure of relatively little importance.
Instead, commanders say they focus
closely on the toll to tanks and armored
vehicles in the U.S. bombardment of the Iraqi
divisions, cheering each subtraction from the
prewar battle strength.
"I think the long pole in his tent is
sustainment of his force," said
Riley, the brigade commander, in emphasizing the importance of monitoring of enemy strength. But, he added, "Once you cut
him off, then you get into the business of
destroying him."
Maj. Arnie Leonard, executive officer of
the division's 4th Battalion, 7th Regiment,
added: "Every day the Air Force takes out a
few more of those guys on the other side, the
better off we'll be."
In what the officers said had helped squelch
lingering skepticism about air-war battle
claims, the daily estimates of damage to Iraq
are said to be exceedingly cautious, with no
"kills" confirmed until authenticated through
after-action photographs.
Even the effects of bomb and missile
strikes monitored from the air remain listed
only as "estimated" until a follow-up report
is completed, the officers said.
(This story was reviewed by military censors.)

Senate gets budget address,
recognizes Pro-Choice League
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor
Before Student Senate addressed any
business Monday evening, Debbie DuPuy,
Student Government treasurer, informally
reported on the standing of Student
Government's budget.
She said as of Jan. 1, $ 12,500 remained in
the budget for the spring semester. Since the
largest expenditures occur in the fall, she said
the budget was "in good shape."
Old business addressed by Senate included
a bill entitled "Clean It Up." The purpose of
the bill is to clarify rules for Presidential and
Vice Presidential elections. The idea was
originally introduced to Senate last week by
Student Body President Derrick Pierce.
After little debate the bill passed.
Other Senate business included a resolution addressing orientation committee membership. Presently, the committee consists of
nine non-student members. The resolution
entitled "Student Orientation" will allow for
the addition of one student representative and
one freshman student representative to the
Orientation Committee membership. The
purpose of the students will be to voice student ideas since they have taken part in the
University's orientation program.
The resolution passed.
Also on the docket Monday was a resolution that will require Student Government to

work with Student Development and Student
Affairs to arrange for the placement of mail
boxes for the use of various organizations on
campus.
The resolution, "Organizational Mail
Boxes," stated a lack of communication has
resulted in clubs and organizations missing
the meeting and/or not filling out the proper
forms that Student Development requires for
recognition. There was some debate between
the senators of what type of mail boxes are to
be used, whether cubby holes or conventional
mail boxes.
After clarification that the purpose of the
resolution was not to determine the exact
type of mail boxes to be used but to recognize
a lack of communication existed between
Student Development, Student Government
and the various clubs, the resolution passed.
Other Senate business included a resolution recognizing the Clemson University ProChoice Action League as a non-funded
organization.
After no debate, the resolution passed.
The Minority Committee Organizing Resources and Events, serving as an umbrella
organization for all minority students, applied for recognition as a funded organization.
The resolution passed.
Also, applying for recognition as a nonfunded organization was the Muslim Student
Association. With little debate, the legislation passed.
Chip East/senior staff photographer

How much previous wars cost
3500

Don't look downL.You looked down!
Men worked Tuesday to repair the top of the smokestack at the
Physical Plant. Pieces of the rim were raised and lowered apparently to get a better fit.

All figures are adjusted to 1991 dollars
i_

Flu season reaches peak
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news editor
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With flu season at its peak, Redfern Health
Center reports the number of influenza cases
is in line with health department estimates.
Dr. Robert Burley, director of Redfern,
said "it hasn't been an epidemic" but numerous cases have been seen.
This year's cases have been the Type B
influenza, which does not differ from any
other type clinically, he said. The symptoms
and the way the person feels are identical to
Type A or other strains of the flu. There are,
however, distinctions found in the laboratory.
Last year, Burley said, most influenza
cases treated were Type A. This year's strain
has been reported statewide.
Treatment of influenza is limited to rest,
fluids and Tylenol or aspirin, he said. "We
don't use much aspirin anymore in treating
influenza because of Reyes Syndrome," a

disease believed to be caused by aspirin in
children and young adults. Complications
associated with the flu can be treated with
antibiotics if necessary, he said.
This far into the flu season, vaccinations
cannot prevent the infection. "It's really too
late for flu vaccines to do any good this year.
It takes about six to eight weeks for immunity
to develop," Burley explained. To be most
effective, the vaccine should have been given
in November or December.
Several cases of red measles have been
reported in Greenville, Spartanburg and
Anderson but no cases have been found on
campus. Burley said "we ought to have a
pretty immune population." Last year all
students and most faculty and staff members
were given a mandatory vaccines to prevent
the spread of the infection because several
cases were reported. Burley said all incoming freshmen are required to have a measles
vaccine before entering Clemson.
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Black History Month
events planned
by Amy Burns
staff writer

Kimberfy Hannah/sial't" photographer

Sign up today!

The Pi Beta Phi sorority recruits new members this week in the Loggia. There
Rush will be held Feb. 12 -17. Pictured from left to right are Shannon Strain,
Salli Preston, Laura Shirley and Tracy Small.

Joint City/University Committee
considering consolidation
by Amy Henderson
staff writer
Clemson University may one
day join with the city of Clemson.
The Joint City/University
Committee is considering what
would happen if the city and University consolidated into one municipality and what it would do for
State Shared Revenues to income
the city.
"Based on present Census Reports data, Wt could expect approximately $250,000 more
income from State Shared Revenues if we could increase the
population [of the city] by the
population of the University that
lives on campus," Gaston Gage,
chairman of the committee, said
at the February meeting Monday.
Gage recommended an outside
agency come in and do an inde-

pendent study on the issue.
The study would show exactly
how much money would be involved, and how it could be used to
benefit both the city and the University.
The study would also look into
the effects consolidation would have
on the fire and police departments,
and the transportation and judiciary
systems.
For instance, this could reduce'
taxes we spend on the fire department by joining with the
University' s department, Gage said.
"What's in itforthe University?"
asked General Hugh Clausen.
According to Gage, part of the
$250,000 would directly benefit the
University.
"It has got to be a win-win situation," said Bill Grishaw.
A past study by the Strom
Thurmond Institute addressing

consolidation provided some
valuable information, but failed
to consider the effects on the safety
and transportation departments of
both the city and University.
Grishaw suggested the Consolidation sub-committee work on
defining the goals and objectives
of the new study at next month's
meeting."We need to either pursue the matter diligently or forget
it," Grishaw said.
Several years ago the city
council had attempted to work
with the state legislature and have
them just declare the University
students residents of the city of
Clemson. However, the legislature had called for a formal annexation of the school.
The Joint City/University
Committee is made up of a combination of city and University
administrators.

Clemson University will celebrate National Black History
Month this month with a series of
events illuminating the achievements of black writers, political
leaders and other significant figures who have contributed to society.
This is a celebration of African
American awareness which is intended to educate both black and
white students at Clemson in order
to give them a better understanding
of black culture, history and current
issues.
Events will range from entertainment, such as a performance by
The Boys Choir of Harlem Feb. 13,
to much more serious topics like a
teleconference entitled "The Rise
in Campus Racism" on Feb. 20.
One event that will be of special
interest to students will be a live
telecast of "Crosstalk," a South
Carolina Educational Television
program to be broadcast directly
from Tillman Auditorium Feb. 18.
The program will be entitled "Minority Youth: Incarceration vs.
Education," and will be a panel
discussion of problems and solutions concerning the high rate of
black incarceration in the state of
South Carolina.
Among the panel of experts will
be: Melton Kimpson, deputy commissioner for the Department of
Corrections in Washington, D.C.;
Morris Jeff, Jr., a New Orleans author and expert on black incarceration and Charles Austin, Columbia
chief of police. In an interview,
Mrs. Dixie Schmittou, spokeswoman for the Black Experience in
Higher Education, said she hopes
that the panel will offer better solutions.
Schmittou said that the cost of
housing and caring for the needs of
one youth at the Department of
Youth Services in South Carolina is
$32,000 a year. She also said that
programs preventing underprivileged black students from falling
into crime should begin in early

education. "There are programs that
work," Schmittou said, "the problem is funding."
One of the successful projects
Schmittou discussed concerns
young students she described as
"at-risk black males." The project
was conducted at the local Morrison
Elementary School. These students
were given additional help with
reading, writing and math, helping
to increase the chances of continuing education.
This project, however, ceased
after one year because of a lack of
funding. The television program
will cover minority youth of all
ages, and questions from the audience will be taken at the end. The
program airs live on Feb. 18 in
Tillman Auditorium from 9 p.m. to
10:30 p.m. No one will be admitted
after 8 p.m. for the producers to set
up the show, have a preprogram
warnx-up and have an opening
statement by President Lennon.
Other events are listed as follows:
Feb. 11 - Pulitzer Prize winning
Poet Gwendolyn Brooks will lecture at 3:30 p.m. in Tillman about
her life as a poet, and will read from
her works at 8 p.m. in Tillman as
well.
Feb. 12 - "The Autobiography
of Miss Jane Pittman" will be presented at the YMCA Theater at 7
and 9:15 p.m.
Feb. 13 - A performance by The
Boys Choir of Harlem will be given
at 8 p.m. in Tillman. Public admission will be $8.
Feb. 13 - Black Career Success
night will be from 6 to 7 p.m.
Feb. 19 - "The Autobiography
of Malcolm X" will be shown in the
YMCA Theater at 7 and 9:15.
Feb. 20 - "Life and Times of
Junebug Jabbo Jones" will be presented in two parts at 8 p.m. in
Tillman on Feb. 20 and at the same
time and place on Feb. 22. Admission to each is $5.
Feb. 26 - The Clemson University Black Students of Promise dinner will be held at the Holmes
Ballroom in the Clemson House at
6:30 p.m.

Commission meeting Monday

Zoning law may have additions
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor

Mechanics suggest
■ Read your owner's manual. Follow
recommended maintenance schedule.
■ Log repairs in a notebook in the glove
compartment.
■ Be alert for any unusual sounds,
odors, drips, leaks, smoke, warning
lights, gauge readings, changes in gas
mileage or acceleration. Note when the
problems occur. At all speeds? Dunng
braking? Constant or penodic?
■ Check tlukj levels regularly. Look (or
worn belts, hoses every tew months.
■ Change the oil every 3,000 miles.
■ Don't expect too much too quickly.
The best mechanics sometimes make
mistakes, but always make sure the
customer is satisfied.

Jane Brown, property manager
at Carolina Reality, said she hopes
a compromise will be reached
Monday at the Planning Commission meeting to provide conditional
use for apartment complexes faced
with enforcement of the RM-3 city
zoning ordinance.
The ordinance states that no more
than three persons may live together
in an apartment. The phrase "unrelated persons" has been removed
from the ordinance.
Without a compromise, 328 students will be in violation of the
ordinance. These students would
be forced to find alternative housing.
Single family residential
homeowners recently began pushing for enforcement of the zoning
laws which have been in effect since
1984. In the past, the city has failed
to enforce the ordinance.
"If a zoning ordinance states no
more than three persons should live
in one apartment, then it's thecity's

responsibility to enforce it. If it's an
illogical or irrational law, then you
should look at changing it. That's
what we 're hoping to do at the Planning Commission meeting Monday," said Brown.
She said the numberof individuals in the units should not be the
basis of the ordinance. Instead, each
complex should apply for conditional use through the Planning
Commission. After proving all the
criteria outlined in conditional use
has been met, the apartment complex should then qualify for one
person above their zoning allowance, she said.
Conditional use means the complex does not make an impact on
the residential area surrounding it.
University Ridge, for example, has
rules and regulations, property
management and a means of enforcing the regulations.
If an apartment complex proves,
the project they are filing for conditional use on has a means of enforc ing regulations and adequate
parking, then an increase in the
occupancy level should be granted,
she said.

A means of enforcing parking is
necessary to prevent "cars parked
in neighbor's yards," Brown said.
Square footage requirements in the
bedrooms would also be necessary.
"That's not really a problem. The
square footage of these apartments
in question is more than adequate."
The apartments close to campus
were built on the square footage
requirements of four occupants.
"We're not going to be increasing density any because they (the
apartments) already exist that way.
The zoning law just hasn't been
enforced." Brown said.
If a compromise is not reached
with the Planning Commission
Monday, the city will begin enforcing the zoning ordinance Aug. 1,
1991. she said.
The Planning Commission consists of city officials and will make
the recommendation to city council
for final approval of the ordinance.
Student Government, the
Homeowners Association, and the
Rental Property Association will
be present at the Monday meeting
at 6 p.m. in City Hall. The meeting
is open to the public.
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Editorial
Radio station
must aim format
at wider audience
The cardinal sin of any branch of media is forgetting about the audience. Often, the people behind the
scenes of these organizations start to think that they
owe themselves the luxury of indulging their personal
tastes and wants; the needs of the audience go
unfulfilled.
This seems to be the case with Clemson's student
radio station WSBF-FM 88.1. They are fulfilling their
self-proclaimed quest of being a "source of alternative" music, but
this quest now
borders on the
quixotic. Their
WSBF must redesign its
quest for being
format to support it efforts
seen as avant-garde
to best serve the Clemson
has relegated them
community.
to near-obscurity.
A medium that proposes to serve the student body
should maximize their opportunity to do that. WSBF
offers much information about activities and in the
general area; their broadcasting of public service
announcements (PSA's) is admirable. They limit
themselves, however, when their format is so unpalatable to such of large portion of the targeted listening
audience. The effectiveness of a PSA is hindered
when there is no public to listen.
If a purpose of the station is to educate through
introduction to varied types of music, then surely they
realize that any change is most durable when effected
slowly. Regardless of their efforts, the tastes of the
Clemson student body will not change to incorporate
alternative music if it is force-fed to them. Perhaps a
moderate diet would be more acceptable, with alternative singles incorporated into a larger format more
in line with what the listening audience wants.
Finally, WSBF should fulfill their responsibility of
designing a format to accommodate the diversity of
the student body. (The student body is designated as
their main audience primarily because of the range of
the station's broadcasts). All types of music, not just
those favored by a small group of self-proclaimed
"radicals," should be made part of the wide range of
music types played.
The disc jockeys are responsible for playing material on the "rotation," a list of music selected for
special notice by their shows. If the format is heavily
influenced by what rotation dictates, and more popular types of music are not currently on the rotation,
then it easily seen that more popular music has to be
included on the rotation.
WSBF is not the Clemson student radio station it
could be if it refuses to do so.

Our Position:

The Tiger Letter Policy
All letters to the editor must be no longer than two pages,
typed double-space, and must include the author's correct
name and ED number, address, and a phone number by which
the author's identity can be verified.
The Tiger welcomes letters to the editor. We do, however,
reserve the right to edit letters before they are published on the
editorial pages. We also reserve the right to reject any letters
that we find inappropriate for publication.
Mail all letters to The Tiger c/o Editorial Editor, P.O. Box
2097, or bring them by the offices at Suite 906 of the University
Union. Letters must be typed and received no later than 1 p.m.
on the Wednesday prior to that Friday's issue.

Freedom of the Press is the issue
Editors note: The last couple of
issues of The Tiger have contained
material that many people have
criticized. The staff takes the job of
reporting seriously and welcomes
any constructive viewpoints. As
editor, I have often heard of complaints, but rarely been confronted
directly about the discrepancy.
Generally, the complaints have been
aimed towards either The Tiger's
media adviser or faculty adviser.
Regardless of who hears the complaint, there is still a more important issue. It isfor this reason that I
have decided to run this letterfrom
our faculty adviser, Jim Marvin.
The staff of The Tiger made my
year a couple of weeks ago when
they asked me to replace the retiring adviser, Dr. Louis Henry, a
professor who filled the spot
through many battles. The nonpaying job won't be easy. It will be
fun.
A time conflict prevented attending my first official weekly
Sunday staff meeting. Then came
the Jan. 24, snow and a shortage of
the Jan. 25, issue to Strode Tower.
I hadn't yet read the paper when I
received my first irate student phone
call. The person was angry at the
editorial and column suggesting
banishment of Iraqi nationals. I
asked the caller to discuss the matter in my office.

E. CHAMBERLAIN
editor-in-chief
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DAVID E.
CHAMBERLAIN
Even by the time the student
won the battle of Strode elevators,
I, alas still hadn't found a copy of
The Tiger. The student, muttering
of adviser incompetence, handed
me the offending material to read.
In 30 some odd years of
newspapering, I've heard the complaint in varying fashions: "I don't
think your paper has the right to
publish such garbage. I'm (insert
your choice of words) going to cancel my subscription, report or kill
you, start an honest newspaper!"
Yeah. I've heard it all, many
times.
News folks must be blessed with
rhino skin to put their ideas in public print. No matter which side they
come down on, there are people
with differing views. If a writer
backs abortion, 50 percent of the
people get mad. When the writer
backs gun control, another 50 percent turns red.
Although my math knowledge
consists counting fingers, it is clear
after a few newspaper issues written by people willing to take a stand,

almost everyone will have a disagreement with "policy."
The irate student criticized me
for not killing the column and editorial. Not only did I not see them in
advance, I would not have thought
ofcensoring77!e77,ger staff. These
are students with strong feelings on
a variety of issues. They react in
print. That's the way the freedom of
the press works.
"Prior restraint" by the government, in this case me, to forbid
publication has been debated in
many court cases. Each time the
right to publish was upheld.
After the presses stop, the consequences start. Readers who disagree can sue, cancel ads and
subscriptions, beat the hell out of
the writer or pout. But if government gains power to cancel opinions it doesn't like, freedom of the
press is lost. With such a loss, all
American freedoms go.
As The Tiger adviser, my position is that The Tiger staffers enjoy
the same rights as mainstream
newspapers. That's the way it should
be. And that's the way it is.
People who disagree with the
opinions in The Tiger are free to
write letters, contact agencies to
put pressure on and come see the
editors (and me). They do not have
the right to censor. Nor do I.
Would you really want it any
other way?

Stye ®tger
ANDY MARINO
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Letters

Speaking Out

Charges levelled
against University
bring responses

QUESTION:

Kim Hannah/ staff photographer

Do you listen to WSBF? If not, what type of music would you like to
hear on WSBF?

To the editor,
I find that I must take exception to Ms. Angela Y. Jones'
recent letter to the editor on the subject of Dr. Martin Luther
King's holiday.
In the opening paragraph of the letter, Ms. Jones voices her
concern about the reasoning behind the University's apparent
lack of support for the holiday. However, throughout the body of
the letter, this reasoning is never explicitly brought to light. The
reader is reduced to speculation about the university's intentions.
This troubles me greatly.
The tone of the letter clearly indicates that the author believes
that the administration deliberately snubbed minority students by
not doing more to honor the holiday. Furthermore, the letter
suggests, it actively obstructed celebration of the holiday because
of some racial motivation.
I believe that the reason the administration didn't take a more
visible and active role is far simpler and far less insidious than
the one suggested by Ms. Jones. In my opinion, the reason is this:
it just wouldn't be feasible for the University to drop everything,
cancel classes, and plan all kinds of activities for every holiday
that comes down the pike.
Martin Luther King was a great leader, and he did accomplish
a great deal for minorities all across this country, but that doesn't
mean that his holiday should be treated any differently than any
other. I put forward the fact that the University has done considerably less for George Washington's Birthday, Abraham
Lincoln's Birthday, and Veterans' Day than it for King's
Birthday. The men and women honored by these holidays also
did a great deal to protect and advance the ideals so eloquently
espoused by Dr. King.
In conclusion, I would like to stress that I believe this whole
affair has been blown out of all proportion. While the administration could conceivably done more to honor King's birthday, I
don't believe that, because of their lack of action, such base
accusations are in order.
bSlB!'i'

Cameron J. Boland

To the editor,
In response to Angela Jones' letter concerning Clemson's
failure to observe Martin Luther King's birthday, a look at the
University calendar shows that Clemson also fails to observe
Presidents' Day (Washington, Lincoln or any other president for
that matter), Memorial Day, Veterans Day, Labor Day, and
Columbus Day. Independence Day is observed as a holiday, but
students are required to make up the class on the following
Saturday. Christmas and New Year's occur during the break
between semesters, leaving Thanksgiving as the only holiday that
the University observes that actually gives students time off.
Does this mean that Clemson does not recognize the accomplishments of our presidents, our war dead, our veterans, the
workers and the unions that support them, and the discoverer of
the New World? No, it simply means that Clemson has a full
academic calender and cannot possibly observe all of these legal
holidays.
As a veteran, I am not "highly offended" (to use Ms. Jones'
terminology) that Clemson does not observe Veterans Day. I
simply plan my celebration around my class schedule.

Every once in a while. I wish it was
more like Rock 101.
John Mulvey
sophomore

Yes, 1 like it! WSBF otters the best
alternative music around. (Works at
WSBF)
Bill McCanless
senior

No. They should play more normal
stuff.
Cindy Harwood
freshman

Apathetic, pathetic or both?
Clemson students aren't just apa^
thetic, they're pathetic. Every year
people claim Clemson students don't
care about anything and they don't
want to get involved in the problems
they encounter. This year, in my
opinion, this apathy has reached an
all-time high.
In recent decades college students
have been able to publicly voice their
distaste for government policy
through protest. Here in the United
States we are guaranteed this right as
long as we do not put innocent people
in any apparent danger. The Constitution gives us this right to make a
statement, to make a difference. We
are lucky. Other countries have seen
protests by students as a threat or
clear and present danger to the existing government and have resorted to
violence in order to curb student upheaval.
Students in China, less than two
years ago, formed a giant protest
against the Red Chinese government
in Tiennaman Square demanding reform. They were standing up for what
they thought was right. They were
fighting for democracy. The communist government, if you remember,
brought in the militia to "disperse"
the protesting students. Many lives
were lost.
Here in the U.S. the threat of
government interference is ridiculously low, yet Clemson students
refuse to make a stand on the issue of
all-out war in the Persian Gulf. Do
Clemson students just not care? Does

NEWS
EDITOR

BILL
SWAIN
everyone at Clemson support the war?
Is everybody at Clemson ready to be
drafted and sent to the Gulf to fight?
Are you ready for U.S. and allied
troops to be killed by chemical
weapons? Will you support the use of
nuclear weapons to retaliate the use
of chemical weapons? Some may
answer "yes" to a few of these questions, but, I highly doubt many can
answer that to all of them.
Think back one year. The headlines read, "Danny Ford resigns as
head football coach." The same day a
rally/protest was held to show distaste
for letting Danny go. Signs at the
rally read, "Ax Max and Bring Danny
Back." How can thousands of Clemson students amass on Bowman Field
to stage a rally when the head football
coach was fired/forced to resign and
not take a stand against or in support
of the war? People are dying over
there.
This is not a game, but yet Clemson
students can protest the firing of a
figurehead in a silly game played
with a pigskin. Pitiful.
A few students, however, are organizing symbols or events to show

their support for our troops by sending letters to the troops or gathering a
list of names of Clemson students
and alumni that are currently serving
in the Middle East. These people I
salute because they are doing something.
I have to ask, where are the protests? Many major universities are
contending with huge rallies to protest the U.S. involvement in the war.
For example, the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill had a protest
a day the entire week before the Jan.
15 combat deadline. This far into the
war, Clemson has seen no protest, no
rally, no nothing.
I am not a supporter of protest or
an advocate against it. I am, however,
a firm believer in standing up for
what I feel is right. If there is a
problem, then I would look to correct
the problem.
If a protest is needed, then stage a
protest. As a public service. I will
announce any legitimate war protest
or rally of support in any filler space
I have in the news section of The Tiger. All you have to do is to come up
to my office and discuss the event
you would like to stage and I will be
more than happy to make it public
information.
Just don't let something you feel
strongly for pass you by. Get involved
in your government. Show the world,
or at least the Clemson area, that you
do care about what is going on in the
Gulf. And most of all. stand up for
your rights as an American.

Viewpoints

Roger Wilson
To the editor.
This letter is in response and directed to the writer of a letter
published in the last issue of The Tiger. The writer said that
Clemson University should be embarrassed for not further
honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday. She went on to
say that this was an affront to the 1,000 African-American
students who attend Clemson.
Let me say this: Clemson does not especially honor nor excuse
students from class for Easter. Clemson does not especially honor
nor excuse students from class for Labor Day. Clemson does not
especially honor George Washington's birthday, Abraham
Lincoln's birthday, or Veterans' Day. Nobody marches for
Washington or Lincoln around here yet the writer wants Clemson
to be embarrassed because there was a march for King's birthday
and 'nothing more.'

see LETTERS, page 6
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LETTERS, from page 5
I'm sorry if Clemson doesn't
satisfy your every need, but get
used to disappointment. Your
idealistic racial fury will get you
nothing more than anger and
resentment.
Dr. King was a great man
because he understood the
wisdom and foresight in conservatism. You should learn from the
man you thought you were
avenging.
Amy Holliday

Government is
duping public
To the editor,
I would like to take this
opportunity to reply to the news
editorial by Susan Biggers.
"Journalists have a responsibility to the public not to misinform
with personal observation," she
wrote. This was followed by the
very personal observation that
"the media has been able to relay
all information that seems
relevant." Congratulations to Ms.
Biggers!
Broadcasting battles via
satellite to obtain shock value is
not what serious journalists are
after. Not only has she contradicted herself, but she has also
fallen prey to the governmental
tactic of falsely pacifying the
public. Listening to analysts, and
learning about SCUD missiles as
well the "general activities for the
day" are far from all we need to
know.
Further, not all of the activities
of the day are being broadcast.

Every day, the American public is
shown the tragic destruction in
Israel due to Iraqi bombings. We
are not shown, however, the
destruction in Kuwait and Iraq
done by the hands of the allied
forces. In fact, our president has
told us that Desert Storm' would
only bomb military targets. In an
area as small as the Middle East,
what are the chances that thousands of bombs, almost one per
minute, will hit only military
bases, leaving innocent Iraqi
citizens unharmed? Although
they are the "enemy," are they not
human and their plight tragic?
Ms. Biggers correctly identified the press as a check on the
government when "funny
business" occurs. It seems to me
that misleading the public is
funny business, and that this is
the time for the American media
to play out its responsibility.
Broadcasting battles via
satellite for shock value is not
what serious journalists are after.
NBC anchor Tom Brokaw spoke
of his desire and inability to
report on Iraqi and Kuwaiti
victims due to government
censorship. The public is kept
ignorant by lack of information or
misinformation.
This is not a question of what
we would like to know, as
Biggers proposes, but of what we
need to know. How can we say
we support or don't support the
war if we don't know what is
really going on? How about our
troops?
My heart goes out to those
soldiers who are confused about
why they are there and why they

are fighting. In light of the
censorship we face, I cannot
imagine the limited information
given to them.
There is an overriding mentality in this country that if it's not
reported, if it's not on television,
then it isn't happening. Our
government understands this
better than we do, which is why
they have enacted this policy of
censorship.
No intelligent, self-thinking
American should allow censorship. Don't let someone else
decide for you what you need to
know.
Josie Shrimp

Reader adapts
psalm to fit
Gulf crisis
A Soldier's 23rd Psalm
President Bush is our shepherd,
We shall not protest.
He maketh us to fight in Saudi
Arabia.
He leadeth us into Iraqi
territory.
He restoreth our ammunition.
He leadeth us in the paths of
casualties for his and Saddam's
names' sake.

Yea, though we walk in a
desert of chemical warfare,
We will fear no Hussein,
For Bush is with us.
His chiefs and spokespersons,
they pacify us;
They preparest a presence for
us in the presence of our enemies;
They cover our heads with gas
masks.
Our time runneth out.
Surely honor and gratitude will
follow us all the days of our lives
and we will live in history books
forever.
Donna Smith

1991-92 FINANCIAL AID
APPLY NOW!
DEADLINE DATE:
University Scholarships

March 1

PRIORITY DEADLINES:
College Work-Study
Perkins Loan
Pell Grant
Stafford Loan (GSL)

April 1
April 1
As Soon As Possible
As Soon As Possible

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
IN G-01 SIKES
■

You Are What Your Resume
Contains - Don't Pass Up The
Chance To Increase
Your "Market"
Value in the "Real" World...
SIGN UP FOR
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Your seminars are compiled on an official university
transcipt to send to graduate schools or employers!!
Sponsored by Leadership Advisory Board

"Is Graduate School for You?" Feb. 12th
"Getting Things Done Through People"
Feb. 13th
"Resume Design" Feb. 14th
"Image Power" Feb. 19th
"Sex, Lies and Limp Handshakes Women In Business" Feb. 20th
And many More Through March 14th, 1991
Registration begins Feb. 6th and will continue every Mon.Thurs. at Harcombe, Schilletter, Clemson House and Student
Development 104 YMCA
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President responds to editorial
nize several fund-raisers, i.e. the Student Government Haunted House.
It is also true that the Student
Government cabinet and executive
council members were required to
attend a "mandatory" retreat last year
to become familiar with their new
positions, each other, and the ability
to work well together. However, this
retreat was not held in New Orleans,
but held about 30 minutes north ofthe
metropolis of Pickens, South Carolina at a local Girl Scout Camp. This
retreat was strongly suggested by and
paid for by the Office of Student
Development.
by Derrick Pierce
student body president

provides services to students and
generates revenue to cover expenses.
Student Services rents refrigerators,
which brings in about $5,000 a year,
and operates the photocopiers
throughout the campus, which brings
in roughly $3,200a week. Themoney
generated by Student Services is used
to pay student worker salaries and
services, (i.e. copiermaintenance, the
purchase of new copiers and refrigerators). The money can also be used
as emergency funding for organizations, when money is available, and
to supplement the Student Government budget. As of Jan. 1, Student
Government had $12,500 left in its
budget for this academic year without any supplementation from the
It has also been customary for
Student Government leaders to travel Student Services Department. In lieu
to a region ofthe United States for an ofthe beginning deficit, I believe the
accomplishments speak for themextended visit and the opportunity to
study schools of that region. We seek selves.
I would also like to clarify the
out new ideas, programs, and activiissue
of honoraria referenced in the
ties that would be of benefit to Clemeditorial. My original statement was
son. We then adapt this material to
that I would consider giving up my
our campus needs, issues, and problems. Student Government decided and other Student Government honothat there would be enough money in. raria if the university could come up
our budget to attend the National Stu- with another way to compensate student Government/Student Services dents for their hard work and time
consumption through such things as
Conference attended yearly by Stutuition waivers, book scholarships,
dent Government officers. We used
this opportunity to achieve all of our free housing, etc. I definitely feel that
goals. This year the national confer- devoted students should be rewarded
for their extraordinary effort. I think
ence was held in New Orleans. I'm
an honorarium is a small incentive
sure that Student Government valued
for the hard work these students do.
the educational experience and good
times that this conference had to of- Mr. Manning, let you be the first
person I tell, if Student Government
fer, much YikeThe Tiger valued its
goes into debt this year, I will be the
national conference it attended in
first to give up my honorarium to help
Washington, D.C. this past fall.
cover
the cost.
Another thing Mr. Manning, as
I
invite
you to come and speak
well as other students, are probably
with Student Government officials
not aware of, or don't understand is
concerning any matter that you deem
the Department of Student Services
which is a part of Student Govern- news worthy. I hope you will respond
to this invitation personally and not
ment. Student Services is the revenue/business department that by way of The Tiger.

c^Tsad of -JimL

inuitei. oou

to exhexisnce a txulu txcehtionaL tuLL iexuice
lalon fox men and tuomen.
J^konda g. Cokex, Betk E. DLm^on,

commentary

It deeply concerned me that an
editor forThe Tiger wrote an editorial
in the Feb. 1 issuethat was filled with
inaccurate information about Student
Government.
The student leaders in question
were not contacted or questioned
about the material printed. If given
the opportunity, I would not be put in
the position I now face of having to
set the record straight. Terry Manning took the opportunity to express
his opinions; I take the opportunity to
present the facts.
It is true that the administration
last year spent frivolously. It is also
true that the former Student Body
Treasurer did an inadequate job as
treasurer. Because of this, the new
Student Government administration
started with a $2,000 deficit. It was
the goal, however, ofthe new Student
Body Treasurer, Debbie Dupuy, to
wipe out this debt. She implemented
new guidelines for this and future
Student Government administrations
to follow. The precautions taken by
Miss Dupuy have resulted in greater
control of Student Government budgets and spending and helped orga-

tShtila jSxock and Julie L-hildexi. otfex great
cut\, hexmi., cotox, manicuxei., hedicuxei. and
facial vexing
J^et oux exhexienced and hxofei.i.ional itaff
Enhance, the total you.
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ENTERPRISING STUDENT
or organization supporting Desert Storm wishing to make
EXCELLENT MONEY. Productready to sell. Exclusive
territory possible. Small investment. IMMEDIATE.

AGT INC.
319 So. 17th St.
Omaha, NE 68102

1-800-346-6139

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh* system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple* SuperDrive™ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

Apple introduces the Macintosh LC.

For further information, visit The
Micro Center in the basement of the
P & A Building or call 656-3714.
i

o-, Sol

The power to be your best?
© 1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks ot Apple Computer, Inc SuperDrrve and "The power to be your best" are trademarks ot Apple Computer. Inc
MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation OS/2 is a registered trademark ol International Business Machines Corporation.
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How does the war affect
Clemson?

Read The Tiger.
PETITIONS
to run for

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT &
STUDENT COURT JUDGE
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENT GOVERNMENTT
ARE DUE TODAY 11

1991 BSN
STUDENTS.
^fVP~ Enter the Air Force
▼>
immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
(919) 850-9549
COLLECT

BY 4:30 P.M.
in the Student Government Office.

PERSHING RIFLES Fourth Regimental Headquarters and The Tiger
wish to recognize the following students and alumni
as they serve our country in the Persian Gulf:
ALUMNI:
STUDENTS:
1LT. John Ackermann, USAF, '88
Steve Barton, USAR, '91 *
CPT. Michael A. Albaneze, USA, '84
Myranda Bromell, USAR, '91 *
CPT. David J. Ashe, USAF, '87
Teresa A. Brown, USAR, '94
CPT. Jimmy C. Bailey, USAF, '84
Bryan Cody, USMCR,'94
1LT. Ronald R. Barrett, USA, '86
CPT. Keith Batson, USA, '86
Michael L. Cudd, USMCR, '93
1LT. Shawn Burke, USA, '87
Nichole C. Douglas, USAR, '94
CPT. Robert F. Chester, USA, '86
David Fisher, USMCR, '94
MAJ. John Coakley, USA, '71
Gene Hart, USAFNG, '93
CPT. Marshall C. Collins, USAF, '84
2LT. John Drake, USA, '89
Charles C. Holland, USAR, »94
2LT. Rainer Drolshagen, USMC, '90
Stephannie Howell, USAR, '92
MAJ. Locky Floyd, USAFR, '71
Derrick Jordan, USMCR, '94
LTC. Fred J. Gassaway, USAR, '68
Allen M. Mattox, USANG,'94
CPT. Angela N. Geiger, USA, '86
Hubert McClure, USMCR, »92
1LT. Mark Hayden, USA, '89
SSG. J. Christopher Hermann, USAFNG, '88
John G. Mobley Jr., USMCR,'91
1LT. Ralph G. (Trip) Higgins, USA, '88
William B. Phillips, USMCR, '93
CPT. Richard H. Holstein, USAF, '84
Marvin Prater, USNR, '92
LT. Barry Hull, USN,'81
Lester Suber, USAR,'94
COL. Dennis W. James, USAR, '65
f
Harvest L. Tucker, USANG, 93
1LT. Nelson Johnson, USAF, '87
2LT. Dave Jolly, USA, '89
Steven Wood, USMCR, PG
* Stationed state-side
*****

Each day at 2:55 p.m. the bells in
Tillman Hall will chime for each
student overseas.
Please remember them.
*****

If you know of other students or alumni
who are serving in the Persian Gulf,
please contact: Scott Moore @ 858-8169.

LTjg. Wendell E. Jones Jr., USN, '87
LTC. Alan C. King, USAF, 73
1LT. Mark LaHay, USA, '87
2LT. Allen Blake LeBrun, USA, '89
CPT. Kip A. Lemaster, USA, '82
1LT. Sidney A. Loggins, USA, '85
LTC. Joe Malcom, USA, '68
CPT. George Mastromichalis, USA, 79
CPT. Keith Munson, USA, '84
COL. Larry "Choppy" Patterson, USAR, '67
CPT. Brian Ratchford, USAF, '86
CPT. Frank K. Rogers, USAF, '81
1LT. Wilson S. Sheldon, USANG, '86
CPT. Donald B. Simms, USAF, '85
LTC. Robert L. Steer Jr., USA, '68
CW04 Tom M. Sturtevant, USMCR, 73
LTC. William Thompson, USAF, '69
MAJ Tommy Wall, USAR, 76
2LT. Dennis Williams, USA, '89
COL. Alton Whitley, USAF, 70
2LT. Torre Worley, USA, '89
2LT. Allen H. Youngblade, USA, '89
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THANK YOU TO THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED
IN SWITCH DAY 1991
Dr. Lennon, President, Clemson University
Maiming X. Loinax, VP Student Allaire
(iene Altman, Food Service Dir.
Bill W. Pace, Dir. Pking & Vehicles
Vcrna Ilowell, Dir. Res. Life
Kirk Braguc, Dir. Student Dev. Activities
John Mason, Dir. Union Activities
Ruth Lcnnon, President's wife

AND TO ALL THE STUDENTS WHO
PARTICIPATED AND CONTRIBUTED
TO THE UNITED WAY.

HAIR

We would like to Welcome
DAVE BAKER and GERRI TURNER
(formerly of Headlines) to our staff.

351 College Ave., Clemson

654-1094
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Switch Day offers new experiences
by Bill Swain
news editor
Switching jobs with President
Lennon for even one day was
enough to show Greg Barns he did
not want to be responsible for running a university.
Barns, ajuniormajoring in Parks,
Recreation and Tourism Management, was drawn to "switch" with
Lennon as part of the annual Student
Government Switch Day Wednesday, to raise money for the United
Way.
Although only $200 was raised,
E.C. Orfanedes, Switch Day organizer, said she thought the turnout
was good considering the circumstances.
The money will be divided between the Oconee and Anderson
County divisions because both organizations fell below their fund
raising goals this year.
The day began at 7:30 Wednesday morning with breakfast then
they proceeded to switch duties for
the day.
"It was pretty enlightening seeing what goes on behind the scenes,"
Barns said. "You may not always
agree with the decisions the administration makes but you get back
there and see what all they do. . .
you've got to respect them."
During the time Barns was in
office he met with other administrators and learned what went on
behind the scenes of University
operations. He thought the experience was valuable but has "no intentions what so ever" of becoming
a university administrator.
While Barns occupied the
President's office, Lennon was
going to classes, one of which was
the 600 student Marketing class
taught by Dr. Jim Muncy. The class

Chip H.isi/seninr fclaff photographer

Greg Barns learns first hand the complexity of
being a University President during Switch Day.
stirred controversy last semester
because of its large format. Lennon
said he "was genuinely impressed"
with the class and added "if I were
a student, after having that experience this morning, I would be
tempted to change my major to
marketing."
Lennon also rode the shuttle bus
to classes. He said the experience
reminded him of the improvements
made in the parking situation in
recent years. Although Lennon
meets with all academic department
heads and students periodically, he
said Switch Day "helps to keep us
all constantly reminded that we're
here for the students," he said.
Tracy Small found out what it
was like to be on the other side of
parking complaints and problems
by switching with Director of Parking Services, Bill Pace. Unable to

void tickets for herself and her
friends, she did, however, issue
several temporary parking permits
including herown for Student Government use. Also, she was given
the opportunity to review parking
surveys submitted by students,
faculty and staff to see how the
parking situation could be improved.
Other students to switch jobs for
the day included Bob Stewart who
switched with Manning Lomax,
vice president for student affairs;
Ron Johnson with Jeff Hall, food
services director; Erick Brown with
Verna Howell, director of residential life; Kevin Horres with Kirk
Brague, director of student development activities; Steve Dunlevy
with John Mason, director of union
activities; and Heather Wright with
Ruth Lennon, president's wife.

PI BETA PHI RUSH
February 12-17
SIGN UP FOR RUSH

FIRST RUSH PARTY

February 5-8
Tuesday - Friday
February 11-13
Monday - Wednesday
10:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.
Harcombe Dining Hall
Loggia Area

Friday, February 15
Holmes Ballroom in
Clemson House
7:00 or 8:00 p.m.
(See your invitation for time of your party.)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

INVITATION PICK-UP

*

Saturday, February 16
Holtzendorff Lobby (YMCA)
10:00 a.m. - 12 noon

INFORMATION MEETING
Tuesday
February 12, 7:00 p.m.
Auditorium in
Howard Hunter Chemistry Bldg.
(Room 100)

FINAL RUSH PARTY (By Invitation)
Saturday, February 16
Virginia Poole Room in
Clemson House
3:00 or 4:30 p.m.

INVITATION TO MEMBERSHIP
PI PHI INTERVIEWS
(Informal Small Group Discussions)
Wednesday & Thursday
February 13 & 14
Seminar Room A
in Clemson House
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
(Indicate your time preference
during registration.)

Pi Beta Phi
FRATERNITY FOR WOMEN

RUSH

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

February 12 - 17

**********************************************************

Sunday, February 17
Holtzendorff Lobby (YMCA)
10:00 a.m. - 12 noon

PLEDGING CEREMONY
Sunday, February 17
2:00 p.m.
Location to be announced
(Included in invitation to membership.)
White dress or blouse/skirt required.

Celebration Follows Immediately

JIB*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

**************** **
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School of Accountancy
nationally recognized
by Cameron Boland
staff writer
The School of Accountancy
has been recognized as having
some of the best faculty in the
nation by two national journals.
Clemson was ranked nineteenth by the "Journal of the
American Tax Association" for
the number of publications in professional and academic journals.
Publications by professors Steve
Cash and Tom Dickens were a
major factor in this recognition,
said Jerry Trapnell, the director of
the School of Accountancy.
Professor Joseph Louderback's
book, "Accounting: Accumulation, Analysis, and Use," was
named the eighth most cited
monograph by the "Journal of
Accounting Education."
"In the case of Dr. Louderback,
the ultimate statement is that if
people cite your work, obviously
they consider it to be pretty good,"
Trapnell said.
He stressed, however, that this
ranking isn't the same as an "AP
or UPI sports ranking. All kinds
of attributes can be looked at and
reviewed. The faculty at Clemson
are doing things that are recognized, in the sense of their publi-

cations, their writings, and their
scholarship."
This honor probably won't
change things in the school of
accounting. Trapnell said it was
just nice to get some recognition
from outside sources although "it
won't put more money in our
budget."
National recognition of the
program does bring some prestige to the school. That prestige
can be very useful when the school
tries to recruit top notch students
and faculty. Recognition such as
this also gives the students currently enrolled in the School of
Accountancy some affirmation
about the quality of the program
and the quality of the faculty,
Trapnell said.
"We think our faculty is doing
a good job in the classroom and
part of that is keeping current.
Materials they publish in journals
and books is part of building their
intellectual capital to be current
for the classroom," he said.
Clemson has one of only 85
accounting programs that are accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (A ACSB). The program
was created in 1972 and was accredited two years ago.

FAMILY HAIRSTYLING
Downtown Clemson
654-6555
-REIfl
BUY W
■RENT- i
TQrOWNI

ALL THE COiFORH ORSOME

110 MfjfZ LAPTOP SPECIAL j
I
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20 MEG HARD DRIVE

I

720K DISK DRIVE

\

DOS 33
RENTAL: $99 PER MONTH
RENT TO OWN: $149 P§R
MONTH
Now at the Vision Center

SHONEY'S, from page one
utes into the incident, DiNapoli relayed Goodine's demands to the
police.
"All he wanted was to talk to his
wife to tell her he loved her,"
DiNapoli said.
During the time the hostages
were held Goodine described what
had happened in the shooting of
Mary Williams, his girlfriend.
"He said he had gone to his girlfriend's with the intention of getting into a fight because they were
mad at one another. He took a gun
but said he didn't think he had the
nerve to use it. They (Goodine and
Williams) began arguing and he

fired the gun subconsciously, regretting it afterwards," DiNapoli
said.
"I tell people he was a psychotic
but he wasn't a killer," he said.
Goodine was convicted of murder, kidnapping and pointing a fire
arm, said Ben Stepp, Pickens
County solicitor. The sentences of
life for murder, life for kidnapping
and 10 years for pointing a fire arm
were to run concurrently. After
serving 20 years of his sentence,
Goodine will be eligible for parole,
Stepp said.
He is currently serving his sentence at the McCormick Correc-

tional Facility.
Goodine has filed a legal request
for a new trial based on an approximately five page list of rights he felt
had been violated during his trial.
Stepp said Goodine felt his attorney coerced him into pleading
guilty.
Goodine will attempt to convenience the judge his conviction
should be set aside.
Monday, at a Pickens County
Courthouse, a judge will determine
whether Goodine is to receive a
new trial. If the judge rules in favor
of this Goodine will be tried again.

Tiger staff elections are rapidly approaching. Get
involved. Come work for a great newspaper.

The sisters of Pi Beta Phi
would like to congratulate
their new initiates
Teresa Bagwell
Alison Claytor
Tamara Hubert
Michelle Hummer
Carol Ann Huneycutt
Gina Jackson
Brooke McKay

Cathy Potts
Allisa Savage
Amy Scheffer
Faith Schwebel
Lynn Stoddard
Marti Wells

UNIVERSITY HOUSING
ON-LINE SIGN-UP 1991-1992
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE TO RESERVE ON-CAMPUS HOUSING FOR 1991-1992 IF:
1. You are currently enrolled; and
2. You are cunently living in University Housing; or
3. You have been granted permission by the Director of Housing.
*
Apartments
Calhoun Courts, Thornhill Village, The Clemson House and the new
East Campus Complex
1. Students with last names beginning with A through M may sign-up
"ON-LINE" for Apartment housing on Thursday, February 21,1991.
2. Students with last names beginning with N through Z may sign-up
"ON-LINE" for Apartment housing on Friday, February 22,1991.
Regular Two-Student Rooms
Residence Halls and The Clemson House
1. Freshmen may sign-up-"ON-LINE" for two-student rooms on
Tuesday, March 12,1991.
2. Sophomores may sign-up "ON-LINE" for two-student rooms on
Wednesday, March 13,1991.
3. Juniors, Seniors and Graduate students may sign-up "ON-LINE" for
two-student rooms on Thursday, March 14,1991.
Advance Payment
Payment of the $95.00 Advance Payment will be required prior to Housing
Sign-up (apartment/Residence Hall). Further information on how and when
payment should be paid, will be outlined in the "Housing Reservation 1991-1992"
material. This brochure will be delivered by your RA the week of
February 4,1991.

NO CASH PAYMENTS ACCEPTED

contact len
ACUVUE® is the first contact lens you never have to clean.

ACUVUE" HWMOM4>fc,MOM
THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-Pau 'The Commons' in Seneca • 882-3338
118-A College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
110 N Catherine Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322

VISTAKON, INC., a <lcrmwm*(joWo*i company.

Continuing Students living off-campus Spring 1991 but desiring on-campus housing for the
Fall 1991 should stop by The Main Housing Office or Call 656-2295 to be placed on the Waiting List.
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RAPE, from page one
pus has had alcohol involved,"
Threadgill said.
Some girls may not report being
raped if they were intoxicated at the
time because they are not familiar
with South Carolina's Sexual Assault Law, she said.
Third degree criminal sexual
conduct is defined by South
Carolina's Sexual assault law as
sexual battery occurring when the
victim is "mentally incapacitatedvictim is temporarily incapable of
controlling his/her conduct because
of illness, defect, or the influence of
a substance (alcohol or drugs)" or
when the victim is "physically
helpless-victim is unconscious,
asleep, or for any reason physically
unable to communicate willingness."
If a student is considering talking to anyone about a rape incident,
Threadgill said they should come to
the Counseling Center where they
will be connected to other resources.
"Their decision making process
won't be influenced. We want to
give the victim support and information about available options," she
said.

According to information pro- f
vided by Redfern Health Center
when a sexual assault occurs at
Clemson the v ictim should be taken
to Redfern immediately to be examined by a physician. If the victim
chooses to cooperate with police in
a criminal investigation he/she is
transported by the University Police to Easley Baptist Hospital for
collection of evidence. If the victim
chooses not to pursue the case with
police, a University physician examines the victim but does not collect evidence.
According to Crime in South
Carolina, there were 1,649 reported
rapes in S.C. for 1989. The book is
currently under revision for printing of the 1990 figures. Approximately 24.3 percent of these were
in the 15-19 age bracket, 16.8 percent in the 20-24 bracket.
Barnes said a possible reason
why the percentage is higher for the
15-19 and then lower for those 2024 years old is because a girl may
not be as secure of herself as she
may be at 20-24.
As a person ages they are more
secure and have the "ability to say
'no' and mean it," she said.

fu NIVERSIT
DLAC
IClemson
CLEMSON'S FINEST STUDENT
CONDOMINIUM COMMUNITY
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BOX, from page one
Chamberlain said.
Future plans may include adding boxes to downtown areas and
other key locations on campus
where cover is not available. There
are no plans at this time to incorporate the use of boxes for all
delivery locations.
"Last week most of the papers
were left in the boxes but I think

FOR SALE!!

when students know where they
are then they should empty out,"
he said.
The sleeve on the front of the
boxes is available for advertisements, he said. The cost will be
$30.00 for all three boxes for one
week. A first-come-first-served
basis will be used in determining
which box an ad would be placed.

Four (4) private bedrooms
Two (2) full baths
Linen closet
• Private balcony with storage
■ Utility room
• Air conditioned
> Energy efficient
■ Mini-blinds

Pre-wired for cable t.v. &
telephone
Washer, dryer & microwave
are optional
Continuous clean oven &
range
One (1) parking space per
bedroom

SCHLUMBERGER FIELD

DON'T:
•
•
•
•

wear suits and ties
shuffle papers
answer phones all day
sit at a desk

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

take charge
work long hours
assume heavy responsibility
work outdoors
make decisions
face many challenges and risks
perform data acquisitions and measurements of
physical properties of subsurface formations
• interpret that information

ENJOY:
• working with a great deal of autonomy
• acting on an idea and risk carrying it to fruition
• taking pride in a job well done

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
(and other engineering disciplines)

GE0SCIENCES
APPLIED SCIENCES
INFORMATION MEETING:
Date: February 14, 1991
Time: 7:30 pm — 8:30 pm
Place: Student Union, Room 807

INTERVIEWING:
Date: February 15, 1991
Place: Please check with Placement Office
PLEASE NOTE: Open to a* interested students, txir attendance at
Vie Information Meeting is a prerequisite to our interviewing process
Please attend. Casual attim.

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR RENTALS FOR FALL
SEMESTER 1991
TELEPHONE 654-CALL
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Make a world of difference.
Join a world leader in
environmental management.
Few problems are as far-reaching — and few
solutions as vital — as those involving the
environment. That's why the world class
engineers and scientists of International
Technology Corporation [IT] are committed
to solving a broad range of environmental
problems.

"I've seen students
47ll while on their
lunch breaks."

IT offers complete services from site
assessment and analysis to engineered
solutions and remediation. In fact, we're
experts in applying a variety of technologies,
from bioremediation to thermal treatment.
Become part of the team of IT experts:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Hydrogeologists
Civil/Geotechnical Engineers
Thermal Engineers
Chemists
Construction Engineers
Industrial Hygienists
Bioremediation Specialists
Ecotoxicologists
Civil/Environmental Engineers
Geochemists
Radiochemists
Chemical Engineers
Environmental Engineers
Construction Management

-Anonymous cafeteria employee

We will be on campus February 19th.
Interested candidates should stop by the
College Placement Office for further information or submit a resume to: Ray Janko,
Manager, Professional Staffing and
College Relations, IT Corporation, 2790
Mosside Blvd., Monroeuille, PA 151462792. Equal Opportunity Employer MFHV.

W//JS
A STIMULATING EXPERIENCE.
(If you've never 471 I'd, come to JCPenncy and learn how. While supplies last, get a free T-shirt with any 4711 purchase.)

ffi

Wie
Springing Rx

Pinks.
Nature's Pinks

Nature's Pinks are free with any $14.50 Merle Norman cosmetic purchase. You'll get
warm and cool pinks with lipsticks in Satin Peach and Tawny Pink Glace. Then you'l
get in the pink for Spring with Sandy Beige Liquid Makeup and Luxiva Collagen ■ •
Support. (One gift per customer while supplies last.)

meRLe noRrrmn
COSMETIC

STUDIOS*

We've placed four
of your former
colleagues in a

whole new tsMttStt****1

We are delighted to
announce that
Tara Leaumont
Lynn Maffett
Sandy Oberholtzer
William "Chip" Willimon
class of 1990,
have joined our office.

Peat Marwick
Certified Public Accountants

Suite 600, One Shelter Place
Greenville, SC 29601
803 250-2600
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GET SMART.

War ruins
Archeologists are worried that
more than a dozen major
excavation sites housing the
ruins of ancient cities in Iraq
could be devastated by massive
bombing in the Persian Gulf.
Any loss, they say, is
irreplaceable. Most of the cities
lie near the Tigris or Euphrates
rivers, where recorded historical
time began. They include:

Invest your rent into a condominium you can own.

SUNSET COURT
CLASSIC CONDOMINIUMS IN THE CLEMSON TRADITION

•Abu Shahrein: First metropolis of lower
Mesopotamia was in existence by 4000 B.C
Temple unearthed here is the oldest religious
structure known to man.
• Ur: Perhaps the site of the biblical Garden of
Eden. A great pit dug here in 1929 revealed three
occupation levels covered by 11 feet of water-laid
silt, deposited by a great flood like the one
described in Genesis.
•Ubaid: Beginning in the 5th millennium B.C., it
represents Babylonia's earliest civilization.
•Lagash: Stone slab pictures found here depict
Sumerian soldiers marching in phalanx around
2500 B.C. Considered to be the first recorded
example of military discipline.
• Uruk: Cylinder seals, which produced relief
impressions when rolled on soft clay, are
considered first example of the concept of printing
circa the 4th millennium. Earliest ziggurat — or
temple tower — found here.

• Nippur: Archeological treasury of ancient art and
literature. Temple of the wind god, the holiest of
Sumer's deities.
• Kish: The ancient King List, a chronological roll of
early rulers, found here.
•Babylon: Ruins date from Nebuchadnezzar, king of
Babylonia, 6th century B.C., who built the Hanging
Gardens, one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient
World.
•Nineveh: The royal residence and chief city of
Assyria under Sennacherib.
•Nimrud: Mentioned in Genesis, the second capital
and favorite residence of Assyrian kings for 150 years.

Source: National Geographic Society
Kenneth Knight/ The Detroit News

HOT SEAT on 88.1 fm
sponsored by Student Government & WSBF-FM

Clemson's newest condominium community
offers attrractive and affordable two-bedroom
townhouses within walking distance to the
University and Lake Hartwell.

A SMART MOVE.
Discover the advantages of owning at
Sunset Court, call
Carolina Real Estate. 654-6202.
Elinor Baron
Jane Brown
654-4602
653-5206
Monica Zeilinski, Broker-in-Charge

ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL

the topic is: THE WAR
CALL in questions to be answered by a panel of experts

656-4008

&

TJisri^TEi^smr
CLASS RING

or turn in questions beforehand to the Student Government lobby

Attention Faculty, Staff & Students...
Get ready, far gbrktf l>rea&special
6 ufeeJitotaiKitHesspcan.

$49
?

Fully Supervised Nautilus instruction,
aerobic classes & 1-on-l attention

4 months
$110-88
6 months...
|l50.00
lYear
-,...$265.00
(easy payment plans for all memberships)
Join before February 7 and receive...
Free Wolff Tanning
Free Total Fitness T-Shirts
Free Additional Membership Time

We Want You
To Start Now

Total Fitness
654-3066
JHyMk

4HI

JOIN THE TRADITION'
CLEMSON BOOKSTORE

HHERFF
•^ JONES

Class of 1991 and 1992
Ordery Your Clemson University Class Ring!
February 12,13 & 14
9:00-4:30
Clemson Bookstore
Deposit $22.00 95 completed credit hours required to order

In Clemson

FREEDOM RIDGE
APARTMENTS
new in 1989

Furnished and unfurnished
2 bedroom townhouses and flats
2 full baths
Washers and dryers in all units
1 mile to campus
Lots of storage space

A Few Individual Spaces Left
Zoned For Four People
Call Now^
646-9990 or 646-2424
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What's Playing At The Y-Theater?

Every Wednesday
I MISSED YOU

Good Fellas

Charlotte's Web

Thurs.-Sat., Feb. 7-9
7 & 9:15 pm
$1.75

Sat., Feb. 9
3:00 pm
$1.00

Bird On A Wire

LAST WEEK!!

IT WILL NOT
HAPPEN AGAIN

T

Feb. 6-The Lost Boys
Feb. 13-When Harry Met

"BKJ.RICH,

Sun., Feb. 10, 7 &? 9 pm RWERFOANDHHOMYI;:
Free with ID
Next Week:
White Palace
Risky Business

VIDEOS
AT EDGARS
Sally

I.IMMIMLIN

Feb.20-The Untouchables
Feb. 27-Steel Magnolias
■• Presented by the F&V Committee

PAINTBALL WAR
RETURNS
Saturday, February 9, 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Cost $3 for transportation
and$10forPaintballWar
Sign up NOW at the Union Information Desk.
Sponsored by the Outdoor Recreation Committee

The Special Even ts Committee Presen ts...

The U.S. Comedy Competition
Mon., Feb. 25, 9 p.m.-12 Midnight
Sign up now at the Union Information Desk

The Committee is continuing to giv e out
Red, White, 8c Blue Ribbons to weai as we
remember the Troops in the Middle-East.

Edgar's Entertainment Presents...

• - •

XCttlfl

rt Coin?
Scuba
Yoga

Feb. 20
Feb. 27

$175
$40

Sign Up Now At The Union Information Desk

Thursday, Feb. 21, 9 p.m.
$2 at door

GET INVOLVED!
Make A Difference! Do Your Thing!
The Union is taking applications for those interested in holding positions
on the Union Board. It's fun and exciting!
Inquire at the Union or call 656-5839 for more information.

•
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Conference Services gives 'boost to local economy
by Amy Henderson
staff writer
Clemson University's Conference Services Office has hosted such groups as the
Southeastern Handbell Choir, the International Society of Mammalogists and the
Southeastern Barbershop Quartets.
"Imagine 450 guys walking around singing all weekend," said Jeff Martin, Director
of Conference and Guest Services.
Conference Services helps groups in the
management of conferences by arranging
housing accommodations, food services
through ARA, and meeting rooms in the
Clemson House, Tillman Hall and Fike Recreation Center.
Conference Services also provides information to conference guests on leisure activities and recreational facilities in the Clemson
area.
The University hosts approximately
16,000 people annually at its 120 to 125

conferences.
Thirty to 40 of these groups are youth
camps in areas such as baseball, basketball
and cheerleading.
"One of our primary goals is to promote
the University to young people," Martin said.
Associational meetings and adult educa-

"This also provides a big boast to the local economy.
For every one dollar paid to the University, two
dollars are spent downtown."
Jeff Martin
Director of Conference Services
tional programs are other types of conferences held at Clemson.
When Conference Services first started in
1986, around $250,000 was generated during
the summer for the University. This amount
has grown substantially over the four year

The outbreak of war hasn't caused most investors to alter their strati
investors today are investing for the long-term. Here's what 345 memtae
TODAY Investors Panel have done with their investments since the war beg

Question: If you hsvsnt
changed your Investing, v
haven't you?
Answer
Long-term investor and in the
long-run, the war wont hurt
investments

Answer

Increase
Decrease

Things
are too
uncertain
to change
gears
Source: USA TODAY poll of 345 investors Jan. 23-27

Too —'
preoccupied
with the
news or
other
matters

Bob Laird, USA TODAY

Foreign travel plummeting,
incentives offered by travel agents
l99l,LosAngelesTimcs

The Commerce Department said Monday
that travel to the United States from some
foreign countries has plunged drastically since
the Persian Gulf War began, providing fresh
evidence of the deepening malaise afflicting
the travel industry.
Speaking at a news briefing in Washington, Undersecretary of Commerce, Rockwell
A. Schnabel said that nearly two-thirds of
U.S. officials attached to embassies abroad,
whose views were sought in a recent department survey, reported that travel to the United
States from Europe and Asia was down by
about 40 percent.
The government blamed the worldwide
recession and fears of terrorist attack related
to the Persian Gulf war. The slump comes on
the heels of the biggest travel year ever.
The Department of Commerce said that
tourism from Europe and Asia were down
equally, but that travel from Mexico and
Canada appeared to be unaffected.
Meanwhile, U.S. travel agents surveyed
Monday confirmed that many Americans
also are putting off trips to Europe and elsewhere _ in many instances for the remainder
of the year.
The slump is so deep that many have fired
workers, or reduced hours, to lower their

lar paid to the University, two dollars are
spent downtown." The largest conferences
each summer are probably freshman orientation and Educational Testing Service (ETS).
he said.
At the ETS conference, 250,000 Advanced

Placement (AP) tests are graded in two short
weeks.
"Clemson is the only other place in the
world besides the Testing Services in
Princeton, New Jersey where AP tests are
graded," he said.
Every piece of furniture from Daniel Hall's
four floors must be moved to the Clemson
House each summer for the ETS meeting.
Summer is not the only time Martin and
his colleagues are busy.
There are 28 hotel rooms on the seventh
floor of the Clemson House which are used
for 25 to 100 conferences during the school
year.
Conference Services also works with hotels in other communities.
"If a professor wants to hold a conference
in a hotel in Charleston, we will arrange
everything for him," Martin said.
In addition. Conference Services runs the
Renter's Information Center and Clemso i
House.

Gulf war may trigger
investment slump, recession

Investors stay the

Question: Has
the outbreak of
war on Jan. 16
cause you to
increase,
decrease or
change your
investing
activity?

period. After the summer of 1990, Conference Services generated an amount close to
$2.2 million, all of which goes to Housing,
ARA food services, the Clemson House and
Fike Recreation Center.
"This also provides a big boast to the local
economy," Martin said. "For every one dol-

costs, agents said. There are scattered reports
that a number of smaller travel agencies have
closed.
Susan Kaplan, director of the American
Society of Travel Agents in Southern California, estimated that sales had declined 40
percent for most agents there.
She said that agents had been hurt by the
recession and a fare war in California that
produced low priced tickets with low commissions. She said the gulf war landed a
devastating blow.
"The psychological impact on the industry has been tremendous. People are afraid to
plan vacations," Kaplan said.
Several travel agents said the airlines were
responding to the slump by offering higher
commissions to agents and special deals for
frequent corporate travelers. One airline is
offering a 10th trip free for corporations who
make nine trips between the East and West
coasts. Another airline is offering discounts
of up to 60 percent on coach fares between
Los Angeles and Phoenix, an agent said.
"The opportunity is there if you can get
out and sell," said Wilmington, Mass. travel
agent Pat Gagnon who closed an office in
nearby Burlington, but hired two people to
attract corporate business. "The business used
to come to us," said Gagnon. "Now we have
to go out and get it."

by Kelly Cochran
staff writer
Growing concerns about the war have led
to worries about the nation's economy.
According to University Economics Instructor, Taufiq Choudhry, "if the war goes
on, there will be a bad cut in investment
which will eventually lead to a recession."
The working definition of a recession is
two consecutive quarters of negative gross
national product (GNP) growth.
The GNP has declined at a "seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 2.1 percent in the
fourth quarter of 1990. There is little doubt
about the presence of a recession in the
building sector," said Jerry R. Herman of
Prescott-Ball & Turben of Cleveland.
"The Fed will keep its foot on the accelerator," said Michael Moran, chief economist
at Daiwa Securities America Inc. in a recent
article in USA TODAY concerning the recession.
According to the article, Moran was referring to the fact that as the war increases,
the Federal Reserve will "continue to push
rates down sharply and rapidly in coming
months in a bid to revive the economy."
"The government expenditure will in-

crease along with unemployment," Choudhry
said.
David Jones, chief economist at Aubrey
G. Lanston & Co. said "I was starting to
worry about my forecast of a recession that
won't be over until late 1991 or 1992. A lot of
people were thinking the worst was behind
us. Now it looks as if the worst might still be
ahead."
USA TODAY reported "job losses in
January were spread over nearly all industries.
Factory employment fell by 69,000. Government payrolls dropped by 54,000. Financial, insurance and real estate firms eliminated
8,000 jobs. The biggest drop was in construction employment, which fell by 155,000
jobs-only partly because of bad weather last
month."
Also, the average work hours offered for
employees have fallen from 34.6 hours in
December to 34.1 hours in January. Accordi ng
to USA TODAY, "this is a sign of how ill the
economy is because it means businesses didn't
have as much for their workers to do."
Experts say "there's only one way jt (the
recession) will end before fall: if U.S. -led
allied forces win the Persian Gulf War within
the next month or two, and consumers suddenly go on a buying binge."

od

Where the federal funds go
Congressional Budget Office projections of how the
federal budget will be split: (In billions)

$19
Foreign
aid

$687

3'

Benefit programs

$211

$98

Domestic
programs

Deposit
insurance
Total $1,454
trillion1

1—Decreased by $63 billion in offsetting receipts such as
Medicare premiums and timber or oil lease payments.

Federal deficit2
projections

Medicare growth
Despite efforts to scale back,
Medicare, the health care
program for the elderly and
disabled, continues to be one
of the fastest growing parts of
the budget:

$400
$300

$180

Deficit in billions

'90

'95

2—Does not include cost of gulf war.
Source: Congressional Budget Office

Medicare spending
! in billions
'90

'95
Keith Carter, USA TODAY

o
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OPEN HOUSE
\ FEBRUARY 12-13-14,
S 2:00 PM - 4:00

"NEW EAST CAMPUS
APARTMENT HOUSING
AVAILABLE FOR OCCUPANCY
AUGUST 1991

I /Gill l

150
(4 PERSON)
UNITS

CONVENIENT
PARKING
FREE
SHUTTLE
SERVICE

EACH UNIT
INDIVIDUALLY
CLlMATlCALlt!1

coNmotms

FULLY
FURNISHED
BEDROOMS

CABLE TV
NIGHTLY
SECURITY
PATROLS

GENEROUS
STORAGE
SPACE

Tours will be originating at the intersection of Cherry and McMillan
Roads (the road that leads to Thornhiil Village, behind the East
Campus store). Transportation and refreshments will be provided.
SIGN-UP FOR APARTMENTS FEBRUARY21-22, 1991
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Livin' like The Pistol
Young star fulfills NBA
great's life-long dream
by Dean Lollis
time-out editor
"I would give anything to follow in his
footsteps," says Adam Guier, speaking of
"Pistol" Pete Maravich, who he portrays in
the movie The Pistol. He has just finished an
exhibition of his basketball skills during
halftime of the Daniel High School basketball game.
"Excuse me. Could I get your autograph,"
says a woman, who could easily have been
his mother, pushing an crisp new five dollar
bill into his outstretched hand. "It was all I
can find."
"Sure," he replies, flashing a smile that
disguises how really tiring the day of public
appearances and movie promotions has been.
In the background, Daniel is taking the
I court for second-half action against Westside.
At the beginning of the game, Guier had
helped with the ceremonies retiring Pete
I Maravich's jersey. That morning, he had
| shown off his basketball skills to the delight
of. local school children and only minutes
prior to the game at Daniel, he was signing
autographs at the opening of his movie at
Clemson's movie theater. Within the next
three days, he had three talk show appearances
I scheduled.
Despite the schedule, he has taken time to
h'..jOy his first flirtation with stardom. He's
lonly fourteen years old, but he is happy living
lout Maravich's long-time dream of a film

about his childhood — a romanticized version of his eight grade year stressing his
relationship with his father, Press Maravich.
During that eighth grade season, Pete
played for the Lions of Clemson's Daniel
High School and Press served as head coach
of the Clemson College men's basketball
team.
"We tried to find an actor and train him to
play basketball, but that didn't work," says
Director Frank Schroeder.
."It was easier to find a basketball player
and train him to act." Guier was hand-picked
by Maravich to play the part and the reasons
he was chosen show. Guier fits the available
descriptions of Maravich at that age — small
kid, close-cut hair, great basketball moves
and an air of confidence.
"I met (Maravich) once," says Guier,
speaking of his meeting in which he was
informed of his selection. "He was a really
great guy."
Two weeks, later, "Pistol" Pete died
playing in a pickup basketball game on Jan.
5, 1988.
Over the next year, Guier says he struggled
to learn the moves that Maravich made famous
— around-the-back and no-look passes and
amazing dribbling skills. "It was really difficult mimicking him," says Guier. "It took
me hours and hours of practice to get down
some of the moves."
The hard work Guier put into preparing
for the movie has another potential payoff:
"Dale Brown (head coach of Louisiana State)
offered me a scholarship, if I keep practicing," he says, admitting how it would be a
dream come true to follow "Pistol" Pete to
another level of play.

Jne (JSirtn of a cJLeqena

'Pistol' portrays Maravich's Daniel High days
^
, ...
by Dean Lollis
time-out editor
The Pistol is a walk back in time to
"Pistol" Pete Maravich's days at Clemson's
I Daniel High School and despite some poor
| editing at times it is a fairly enjoyable movie.
The Pistol shows Maravich, played by
I new-comer Adam Guier, as a small eighthgrader, struggling to find a starting role on
Daniel's varsity basketball team. The coach
Lknows Pete is talented, but thinks he plays
too much of that "showboat" ball that the
| blacks play.
With a few seconds left in a game, Pete
I gets his chance when one of the seniors gets
I hurt. Pete drives the ball to the hoop and

i

-,

MOVIE
REVIEW
The Pistol, rated-G
RATING

*$ti

fires a no-look pass to the coach's son, who
isn't looking, busting his nose.
Coach tells him not to come back until he
learns how to play basketball.
Pete's father Press Maravich the head coach
of Clemson College's basketball team, asks

to eive his son a chance, saying
savins that
the coach togive
the way Pete plays can't be taught, it's instinctive.
When Pete does get his chance, he takes
full advantage of it, firing up the crowd and
driving opposing defenses crazy.
The majority of the movie deals with Pete
trying to fit in and learning basketball skills
from his father.
A fictional element of the film that blends
well with the other material is how Press
persuades Pete's coach to play an "unofficial
state championship" with Cleveland High
School, the best black high school team in the
state.
Of course, this game is fictitious, but it
does provide an interesting look at the evolution of basketball.

Press says
version of
sa^ys that the blacks's
blacks'swrsion
basketball is "20 years into the future," and
by blending the best concepts of white and
black basketball, you could have something spectacular.
This movie flies during the basketball
game scenes. Guier is a pleasure to watch
and has done an amazing job of mimicking
Maravich's unique basketball skills.
Unlike many other basketball movies in
which the hero always makes the winning
shots, Pete has to deal with not being able to
accomplish everything. It is an element of
the movie that makes it more believable
and true-to-life.
For a G-rated movie. The Pistol is pretty
entertaining and the fact that it is about
Clemson. just helps to hold your interest.

Houston's performance brings respect back to Anthem
[Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

"The Star-Spangled Banner" has taken a
;rrible beating lately. Remember Roseanne
parr's screeching rendition last year in San
piego?
Nevertheless, it yet waves by the dawn's
■arly light on the winds of war and Whitney
fouston's stirring rendition Jan. 27 at that
pmi-patriotic event, Super Bowl XXV.
The song that was only recently being
'dared unsingable and attacked for being
bo warlike (by Dagmar Celeste, Ohio's
prmer first lady) is back.
Once again, the national anthem is first in
ke hearts of its countrymen and, if Houston's
kord company has its way, first on the

charts. Arista Records, Houston's label, intends to release a single of her Super Bowl
"Banner" next week. This could be the biggest hit the banner has made since the "Oh
yeah" version Jose Feliciano sang at the 1968
World Series which went to No. 50.

If Houston's Super Bowl anthem goes to
No. 1, it won't be the first time America's
song hit the top of the charts during wartime.
"The Star-Spangled Banner" topped the charts
in 1917. Famed Irish tenor John McCormack
took it to No. 1 for three weeks just after the
United States entered the war to end all wars.
Houston's Super Bowl effort couldn't have
come at a better time for the anthem or for her
career. After the number Barrdid on the song
in July before a Cincinnati Reds vs. San
Diego Padres game in San Diego, the Banner
needed a boost. So does Houston. Her latest
album, "I'm Your Baby Tonight." has been
stalled for three weeks at No. 6 on Billboard's
Top Pop Albums chart, and she is trying to
shake her image as a soul-less singer.

She went a long way toward disproving
that notion by singing a rousing "StarSpangled Banner" in Tampa. With America
at war and in a flag-waving mood, she couldn 't
have picked a better time to find her soul.
Houston performed an even greater service for "The Star-Spangled Banner." She
proved — its critics notwithstanding — that
it is singable.
That's not news to Jimmy Buffett, Luther
Vandross. Billy Joel and the Oak Ridge Boys'
bass singer, Richard Sterban. To a man, they
agree that "The Star-Spangled Banner" is not
a vocal impossibility.
"You just have to start low and sing alone,"

see BANNER, page 21
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Living Color's fed up
©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

No wonder Living Colour is fed up with
the emphasis on its all-black membership.
There' s nothing monochromatic about this
defiantly eclectic metal-jazz-reggae-punk
coalition that dismantles pop formulas with
the same ferocity it attacks a guitar solo.
Its current tour is equal-opportunity entertainment, luring Giorgio-attired lawyers and
tattooed pipe fitters, hiphoppers and skateboarders, college students and graying
yuppies. And blacks and whites.
Its "Time's Up" album, nearing 1 million
in sales and nominated for the same hard rock
Grammy the band won in 1990, covers an
equally broad spectrum, musically and lyrically. Vernon Reid is a guitar virtuoso and
daring experimentalist, leaping from
scorched-earth distortion to jazzy elegance.
Corey Glover's passionate wailing rides
above the cataclysmic wallop of bassist Muzz
Skillings and drummer William Calhoun.
Eyeing real life ("not just violins and
roses," Glover says), songs tackle safe sex
("Under Cover of Darkness"), a decaying
planet ("Time's Up"), race-biased history
books ("Pride") and drugs ("New Jack
Theme").
"Basically, we write about what we feel,
but we're not spokesmen," Skillings says.
"Music can be a catalyst for social change,
but it can't be more than a catalyst. You can't

look to music or musicians to change society.
That's up to society itself."
They agree pop lyrics should reach beyond Valentine sentiments. Reid complains
that "most groups only talk about baby, baby,
baby, you left me, I'm so glad I found you,
please don't go, come back."
Skillings refers to it as "the Rolodex of
love."
The band's approach to romance is
unsentimental. "Love Rears Its Ugly Head"
addresses the dread of succumbing to love's
pull. "Under Cover" explores how sexual
desire has changed in the AIDS era. "Now
desire means desiring to live a long life,"
Skillings says.
The album's first single, "Type," slams
labeling, Living Colour's pet peeve. "Black
rock band" is the limiting tag that's been
pinned on the New York quartet since its
1984 founding. And black rock is kryptonite
to radio programmers, who made Colour's
ascent difficult. The barriers also prompted
Reid's 1985 formation of the Black Rock
Coalition, devoted to dissolving label and
radio biases against black rock.
"People label you no matter what you do,"
Skillings says. "That confines artists. We
abhor it. To keep it fresh for ourselves, we
have to throw in as many ingredients as we
can."
Calhoun says: "What bothers me is when
people say stuff like, 'Oh, rock's not happen-

ing now, folk is happening now.' That's a
drag. To us, it's all music. It's a shame that
you can't hear the Allman Brothers and the
Isley Brothers on the same radio station anymore."
Because it didn't fit the neat niches of
radio, Living Colour won its following on the
road, fan by fan, touring with headliners as
disparate as Anthrax, Billy Bragg, Robert
Palmer, Cheap Trick and the Ramones.
Sales of its 1988 debut, "Vivid," crawled
until MTV began heavily airing the band's
"Cult of Personality" video.
Invited to open the Rolling Stones' mammoth Steel Wheels tour, Living Colour
gathered steam quickly. Vivid approached
sales of 2 million and Cult won a Grammy,

hard-won victories in an industry resistant to
originality.
"When our records didn't get on radio, a
lot of it had to do with classic rock mentality.
Stations preferred 24-hour El vis marathons,"
Skillings says.
That in part inspired the new LP's most
wickedly clever tune, "Elvis Is Dead," a
cynical examination of the nation's rabid
Elvis fixation.
"We're saying he didn't invent rock and
we don't consider him the king," Glover
says, reciting less revered black pioneers
worthy of the title.
"Look at Chuck Berry, a great songwriter
and great singer," Calhoun says, "but it's like
he's the one who's dead."

Riley's Future bright
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by Terry Manning
editorial editor
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Boys Choir
The Boys Choir of Harlem will be in concert at the University on
Feb. 13. For more information on the concert, contact the University Union Ticket Office .
Lee Gallery is located in Lee Hall, not Lehotsky, as stated last
week. We regret this error.

Teddy Riley is best known for creating the
New Jack Swing, which took the most enticing elements of rap, hip-hop and rhythm and
blues and joined them to form an irresistible
new sub-genre of black music.
The songs he produced for others sold
well and made for crowded dance floors, but
when ne came out with his own group, Guy,
doubters began to surface. Could he sustain
the energy of his singles for the duration of an
album? Could he write ballads as seductive
as his percussive dance hits?
The self-titled debut album answered these
and all other questions. It was an immediate
smash, spawning the now-classic "Groove
Me" and "Piece of My Love." (If you doubt
their influence, check all the Guy soundalikes currently on black radio.)
With their newest effort, The Future, the
members of Guy have dodged the sophomore
jinx and show that Riley has more talent than
originally thought. There are the expected
new jack overtones in songs like "I Wanna
Get With U," but the Prince-cum-James
Brown melody of "Why U Wanna D-O-G
Me Out?" shows that Riley knows how to

ALBUM
REVIEW
The Future, Guy (MCA)
RATING:

& &&$
adapt his swing to keep it fresh and appealing. Rap plays a larger role this time around
as well. "Her," "Got To Be a Leader" and
"Total Control" are almost pure rap, and are
a welcome contrast to the silky sounds of the
album's ballads.
Aaron Hall, the group's lead vocalist, was
the undeniable star of the group's first album
and he improves on that previous effort, his
voice showing a new maturity and sincerity
to augment the aggressive sensuality dis-1
played last time. The ballads "Tease Me
Tonight" and "Let's Chill" are simply remarkable; the honesty of the emotions they
express cuts through the layers of synthesized sound to evoke the kind catharsis only |
the best ballads do.
Riley has more than "done it again": he's |
done himself one better. The Future is excellent.

Pete Rose: Hall-of-Famer or NL Betting Champion?
7'm a Hall ofFamer.'
Pete Rose
"He went from fame as Charlie Hustle to
shame as Charlie 'The Hustler.' "
While it is easy to throw out quips like
this one about Pete Rose's predicament, no
one can deny the fact that based on his
career performance, there are few people
more deserving of being in the Hall of
Fame than Pete.
In 24 years, Rose accumulated a .303
career batting average and set records in
hits (4,256), games played (3,562), at-bats
(14,053) and singles (3,215). It is highly
unlikely that many of these records will
ever be threatened. In fact, Rose was a
cinch to go into the Hall of Fame on his first
ballot.
Monday, however, the board of directors
of the Hall of Fame voted unanimously to
not allow Rose's name to be on the ballot.
American League President Bobby Brown,
member of the board, said, "I had felt that
if someone was ineligible, that person
should not be considered for the Hall of
Fame."

Dean Lollis
time-out editor
~~"^—~^^~"

"I'm not in control of
that, so there's not much
I can do about it. I did
my part," Rose said on
Monday.
Rose will, of course,
appeal his suspension
from baseball. To become eligible for the
Hall, he most be reinstated before 2005, because players are eligible
for the Hall five years

afterthey retire and become ineligible twenty
years after they have retired.
Pro baseball wasn't a sport that I really
kept up with while I was growing up. Of the
things I can remember, however, Rose was a
dominant force in baseball. In fact, it has
only been recently, when I became a baseball
fan, that I could appreciate just what Rose
accomplished.
I will say, that even though Rose let me
down with his gambling charges, he deserves
to be in the Hall of Fame, simply because he
is the greatest player of recent years. What is
the purpose of the Hall of Fame. I perceive it

to be a way of recognizing the on-field efforts
of pro-players, not a criminal court judging
them for any mistake they made.
As it seems now, Rose will retire to Florida
to live in some sort of peace, granting an
occasional interview to one of those "Where
are they now?" articles.
The saddest thing in all of this is that,
possibly, one day, Rose's efforts may have
been forgotten. I can hear the play-by-play of
a future baseball game. "With this at-bat
Dale Murphy has a shot at breaking the
record for hits held by... held by ... Well,
Murphy is going to break the record of that
guy who gambled."
After being banned from baseball last
year, Rose joined the company of another
great — Shoeless Joe Jackson. Jackson was
banned from baseball for his part in the
Chicago "Black Sox" conspiracy to throw
the World Series. In his 13 year career,
Jackson accumulated a .356 batting average.
One year, he hit .408 and in the World Series,
he supposedly threw, he sit a batting record
that would stand for many years to come.
Jackson has been all but forgotten, save
the movie Eight Men Out and a ground-roots
group of supporters who keep petitioning the

baseball commissionerto reinstate him. The
sad thing was Jackson was even cleared in
a court of law.
Will this be the fate of Rose? Will Rose
be an untouchable in a number of years?
Those of us who think he is truly deserving
of the Hall, certainly hope not and the
Baseball Writers Association agrees.
The association, which actually votes
for Hall of Fame members after the Hall of
Fame board decides who is eligible, stated
Monday they will announce the number of
write-in ballots Rose receives. "We feel a
significant number of people will write-in
Pete Rose's name despite the decision,"
said Jack Langsurd, executive secretary of
the Association on Tuesday. "We feel it is
incumbent upon us to make those votes
known."
Hopefully, enough writers will write-in
Rose's name that professional baseball and
the Hall of Fame are forced to re-think their
decisions. If they don't, maybe the only
thing keeping Rose from the fate of Jackson
will be a movie about his life, and our Hall
of Fame will remain a groupof good athletes
who managed to keep from getting caught
when they made mistakes.
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Tony! Toni! Tone! has done it again

CopjriEhl I9»l,
1991, L'SA
USA TOIMY/Apple ('ollege
Infor
eCopjrighl
College Informotion Network

Rememberprogressivesoul?Go
back into the mists of time, before
rap; back when dance music meant
Sly and the Family Stone, not some
glitterdome disco act. In 1971, when
Marvin Gaye recorded "What's
Going On," he managed to crystallize socially conscious soul with
just one song. Starting with a classic soul melody and vocal, Gaye
and company went off on an extended rock jam and delivered a
tough message, which gave R-andB music a new, exciting edge.
Meet the new boss, same as the
old boss. Meet Tony! Toni! Tone!,
three young men of the rap generation, who have gone back to revive
progressive soul without turning
their backs on rap. We've been
waiting for them.
In the years since the early '70s,
a stodgy malaise seemed to settle
over R-and-B music. Tonys lead
singer Dwayne Wiggins, 23, from
Harrisburg, Pa., thinks it's because
R-and-B became locked into a synthetic groove.
"Straight R-and-B, they have to
stick to a format," he says. "Most of

i^

There's always been a lot of talent and groups
performing out there. Right now everybody's just
gotten a more professional attitude toward it."
Dwayne Wiggins
Tony! Toni! Tone!
the time they stick to what's trendy,
and they can't be as out there. Rap
groups use more acoustic, more real
instrumentation than a lot of the Rand-B music. In rap they can say
what they want to say. Most of the
rap music right now, if they are
using old breaks, it's the real stuff,
real instruments. More and more
(rap groups) are using real bass,
drum and organs. So that's what we
use, too. We're considered a cross
(between the two forms of music)."
Indeed, on their first album the
Tonys had a stunning version of the
old blues song "Little Walter." At
the same time, songs like "Feels
Good" from the current album "The
Revival" hit your gut with a tough.

brash '90s beat that is impossible
not to move to.
The Tonys core group consists
of three sharp-dressed men from
Oakland, Calif.: singer-guitarist
Wiggins, hissingerbrother Raphael,
and drummer Timothy Christian.
As a touring group, they number
eight.
The Tonys pay homage to
"Oaktown," their home (and the
home of many other current music
stars, including M.C. Hammer) in
the song "Oakland Stroke," which
mentions such hometown heroes as
Sly Stone.
"I think it's just timing," says
Wiggins of the many Oakland acts.
"There's always been a lot of talent

and groups performing out there.
Right now everybody's just gotten
a more professional attitude toward
it."
As young sprouts, the Tonys
absorbed the sounds of soul and Rand-B of the late '60s-early '70s
through theirolderbrothers and sisters. "They'd have house parties,
and my older brothers had vocal
and dance groups," says Wiggins.
"I liked Donny Hathaway, James
Brown, the Spinners and the Temptations, stuff like that."
Before there even was a band,
the Tonys came up with their name
"as a joke," to denote "a certain
style, dress code and attitude," according to Wiggins. The Tonys are

blindingly sharp dressers with an
ever-changing look. On The
Revival's inner sleeve they're
wearing slim-fitting suits in contrasting bright colors. Onstage they
might be a riot of plaids and baggies.
As far as record sales, the Tonys'
unique blend of old and new has
done well. This past year. The Revival spawned three No. 1 R-and-B
singles, and the group landed the
fourth-best-selling R-and-B song of
the year with theirhit "Feels Good."
Although the Tonys go beyond
today's standard love lyrics (ormore
likely, lust) in their songs, they stick
pretty closely to a party groove.
Indeed, their lyrics were recently
rewritten by one of Detroit's Winans
brothers, of the gospel-singing
family.
It happened at last year's Essence Magazine Awards, when the
Tonys ended the show with Feels
Good. "Oh. I remember what happened," Dwayne Wiggins laughs.
"Everybody was forced to come
out and sing along so I guess one of
the Winans was singing 'Jesus ...
feels good! Jesus ... feels good!'
instead of the real lyrics
tSusaii Wliirull Writes for the Detroit News.l

Noted poet visits
CLEMSON -- One of America's
most honored poets, Gwendolyn
Brooks, will visit the University
Monday, Feb. 11, and will make
two public appearances at Tillman
Hall Auditorium. At 3:30 p.m., she
will talk about her work as a writer,
and at 8 p.m., she will read selections from her works. Both events
are open to the public at no charge.
Brooks received the Pulitzer
. Prize for Poetry, the Frost Medal
from the Poetry Society of America,
the Pen/Faulkner Award for Fiction and numerous other awards for
her work. In 1988, she was inducted into the National Women's
. Hall of Fame. She is the Poet Laureate of Illinois and has served as
Consultant in Poetry for the Library
of Congress. Her most recent book
of poetry, "Gottschalk and the
Grande Tarantelle," was published
in 1988 and features "Winnie," a
major poem about Winnie Mandela
that was also published as a separate book.
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time-out graphics
Biggest soft-drink companies
1990 market share

Other
Royal
Crown

2.7%
Gwendolyn Brooks
Brooks' visit to Clemson is
sponsored by the Clemson Office
of Human Resources, the English
Department and its Visiting Speakers Committee, the College of Liberal Arts and Women's Studies
Committee.

Cadbury
Schweppes

2.9%—
Dr. Pepper/
7-Up
Source: Beverage Digest
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91 movies offer plenty
of sequels, re-releases
©Copyright 1«W1, ISA TODAY/Appk- Colics*
Information Network

What television show premieres do the following lines
come from?
1 - "What makes you think that I would ever work in a
place like this?"
2 - "You'd better handle it, because if I do, he's gonna
smile and say 'No problem' and I'll have to kill him!"
3 - "When the passengers wake up and wanna get off at
the Marina, what are we gonna tell 'em?"
4 - "Because you're the only one I ever liked well enough
to talk to, Wilbur."
5 - "If it doesn't sound too revolutionary, I really think
(this program) begins a new kind of television."
For answers, see page 20.

Source: Rolling Slont, DM. 13-17,1990

— "Bill and Ted's Excellent
Adventure II" Dude! We've been
killed by our evil twins — bogus!
—and now have to bargain with the
Grim Reaper! (Where are Garth
and Wayne when you need them?)
Summer!
— "Terminator 2: Judgment
Day" Arnold Schwarzenegger
promised he'd be back. Summer.
— "House Party 2" After
graduating from high school, rappers Kid 'N Play try to hip-hop
through college. Fall.
— "Alien 3" The hungry alien
sniffs out Ripley (Sigourney
Weaver) again. Fall.
Often, a film's title says it all. get
ready for: "Return to the Blue Lagoon"; "Child's Play 3":
"Beastmaster II: Through the Portal of Time"; "Deathstalker IV";
"Eraserhead" (limited re-release);
"Tom and Jerry: The Movie" (animated feature); "RoboCop 3";
"Mannequin on the Move"; and —
knock on wood — "Freddy's Dead:
The Final Nightmare."

What would a film year be without sequels, re-releases and greasy
kid stuff?
Three months shorter.
OK, so that's not funny. But
neither is the thought of sitting
through "Problem Child II."
Regardless. 1991 willbedejavu
with:
— "F-X 2" The cinematic special effects whiz (Bryan Brown)
and New York City detective (Brian
Dennehy) are drawn out of retirement to help a woman. March 15.
— "Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles 2: The Secret of the Ooze"
More crime-fighting on the half
shell from the fab four. Spring.
— "Spartacus" Circle the
chariots: Universal re-releases
Stanley Kubrick's 1960 epic with
Kirk Douglas and Peter Ustinov.
Footage censored from original is
restored. Spring.
—"The Naked Gun 2: The Smell
of Fear" More dead bodies means
more deadpan detective work from
Lt. Frank Drebin (Leslie Nielsen).
(Joe Dechick writes for the
May 22.
Cincinnati Enquirer.)
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time-out snapshots

A STIMULATING EXPERIENCE.
(If you've never 4711'd, come to JCPcnney and learn how. While supplies last, get a free T-shirt with any 4711 purchase.)

Send early. Stay late.
AXvr*/ r.

the smokies

i n MM

half-way across the
country in search of winter sports
and recreation that are just a few
hours' drive away.
Experience the snow capped
beauty and excitement of
downhill skiing at Cataloochee,
hiking and cross-country skiing
through the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park and a
variety of activities you wouldn't
expect so close to home.
We have lodging to suit every
taste and budget. So why spend
money on plane fare when you
can spend some time with us?
For lodging and visitor information

1-800-334-9036
For ski conditions only, call
1-800-768-3588

Beat out the competition this Valentine's Day
with some terrific strategy. Just call your FTD°* Florist and send the FTD Flower
Basket Bouquet. And to be sure your Valentine gets one, send it a day or two early.
And she may ask you to stay late.

were snow close
Western North Carolina
Just 1 1/2 hours from Clemson

"Registered trademark rf FTD.

(01991 Km.
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BANNER, from page 17
says Buffett, who sang the banner
in Chicago's Wrigley Field during
the 1989 National League Championship Series.
Buffett, who made a pitch to
sing the anthem in Cincinnati during the Reds-Athletics World Series and "would love to sing it
opening day for the World Champion Cincinnati Reds," knows that
the banner, "can throw you. That's
why you have to sing it a cappella.
Hell, if I can sing it, anybody can."
Vandross feels the key to singing the anthem and not making a
fool of yourself in public — as did
Robert Goulet (before the 1965
Sonny Liston-Muhammad Ali
fight), Willie Nelson (at the 1980
Democratic National Convention)
and Bobby Vinton (at the 1990
National League Championship
Series) — "is to treat it with reverence. It's a rangy song. If you start
out too high, you can get out of

range. If you start in the right place, gentlemen's club dedicated to the
it's not too difficult to sing."
teachings of the ancient Greek poet,
Joel has no problem singing "The Anacreon. It was not, as legend has
Star-Spangled Banner" in a crowd. it, a drinking society and "To
He did it at Super Bowl XXIII, Anacreon In Heaven" was definitely
when the Cincinnati Bengals played not the group's answer to "How
the San Francisco 49ers. Although Dry I Am."
Joel admits to receiving "an
Despite the facts and the learned
adrenalin rush every time I sing it," opinions of Buffett and Vandross,
he feels it is "a lousy song. The "The Star-Spangled Banner" has
melody has too many interval leaps. never been able to live down its bad
"Plus, it's written in early 19th- rap. Thus, there remains a movecentury vernacular with awkward ment afoot to change the national
phrasing. 'The Star-Spangled Ban- anthem. Rep. Andrew Jacobs, Dner' was originally written to an Ind., wants to replace "The StarEnglish melody which Francis Scott Spangled Banner," which Congress
Key threw some words on in the made the nation's official theme
heat of battle."
song in 1931, with "America, the
The tune Key set "and the rock- Beautiful." He plans to reintroduce
ets' red glare" to was originally his bill — which has been introtitled, "To Anacreon In Heaven." duced and defeated repeatedly since
John Stafford Smith wrote it in 1776 he came to Capitol Hill in 1965 —
or 1777, historians are unsure of during Congress' current session.
the exact date, as a hymn for
(Cliff Radel writes for The CinLondon's Anacreontic Society, a cinnati Enquirer.)
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CLASSIC PHOTO
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR

Campus Coordinator

20-25 Hours/Week Transportation A Must
Outgoing, Organized Person Needed
Call 654-8019

A+RENTS

■RENT
■BUY
■RENTTO-OWN

ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

Sofa • Beds • Computer
VCR • TVs • Camcorder
Stereo • Microwave • Small Fridge

653-3100
Hwy 93 Clemson

Movies Every Wednesday
in

EDGARS
(Stereo Sound)

5 pm/50tf
$1

16 oz Draft with proper ID

Phone 656-2461 for more info

KEY
WEST/
Comfort Inn I
For Reservations,
call 1-800-228-5150
or 1-305-294-3773

Karen at TYPERIGHT

PRFSFNTS

"THE FAMILY MOTION PICTURE
EVENT OF THE YEAR"
" t/"1' PHD fDrAT
Lr T UiV

VJIVEJ/\

1 ...

Council Travel
12 Park Place South, Atlanta
1-800-877-2433

JUST NUTS ABOUT Y01
(*EI Iff TCBtt

at a Special Price

*' Bill Wiilkins-

CLARION LEDGER
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"FINALLY A MOVIE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY...
HURRAY FOR THE PISTOL!" SSc^i'S,,,Z,N

Flavors Available f*
U
2.
3.
4.

Ptstf!
ZJne djlrtk of a tJLeqend

LA PRBDOON GROUP "TLA Fun PARTNERS P—A FRANK C. SCNROOBI FIM 'THE PISTOL"
^ MILL* PERKINS ItaBENEDICT™SADAMGLB JHEPISTOL
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SSURMDY WALSH ""^RODNEY STONE -PETER ANDREWS ^BARREL CAMPBELL "BIHSFMH G. SCHROSTS
RECOUPED IN

Red & White Jordan Almond
Red Jumbo Pistachio
Doubles-Dipped Chocolate Pecan
Cheddar Cheese Pecan

11 oz. Metallic Striped Bag
s 00
*
9
14 oz; Clear Round Acetate Tin
MO00
*

4 Rubin Square
653-7901

Everything you need to
know about:
• Student Travel
• Air Fares
• Rail Passes
• Car Rental/Leasing
• Work Abroad
• Study Aboad
• Int'l Student& Teacher ID
& Much More!!!
Call for your FREE copy!

Coated
Flavored
<4 Nuts 4
Special Gifts
for
Special People

"THE PISTOL IS RIGHT ON TARGET!" ^fSSSi

offers:
CIFs, Resumes, Forms,
Applications, Term
Papers-all professionally prepared. Also,
Computer Time with
Laser Printing available.

llpnt
ivel
Catalog!

Gourmet

7:15 &9:30/$1

f

^^^K.

Mail Orders To:
Just Nuts At>out You
P.O. Box 8423
Greenville. SC 29604
Phone Orders:
803-268-2939
Add $2 for Shipping

GI GENERAL AUDIENCES
Ai *QM AdunltM .g

Enter THE PISTOL - SHOOT FOR THE STARS contest.
Win movie posters, videotapes and much £9?
Wc
more! Entry forms available exclusively at izteMit*

HELD OVER!
Showtimes: Nightly at 7 & 9 pm, Matinee-Sat. & Sun. 2 & 4 pm
654-1670
CARMIKE

m

COLLEGE AVE

All Orders Shipped UPS
All Valentine Orders Must Be
Received By 2/12/91
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ALUMNI
MASTER
TEACHER
DOMINATE YOUR FAVORITE PROFESSOR!!!
The Student Alumni Council each year coordinates the selection of the Master
Teacher Award, Presented annually during May commencement to the outstanding
classroom teach as nominated by the student body.
The cash award of $1,500, along with the recognition as the year's most
outstanding professor, represents the students appreciation to the faculty and their
desire to ensure quality instruction at Clemson.
The Student Alumni Council encourages each student to nominate a teacher
worthy of such recognition. Nominations must be received by February 15, 1991.
To be eligible, a nominee must not be a current Alumni Professor, he or she can
receive the award only once, and there is no restriction as to degree requirements
or age. Nominees must have been on the faculty for the three previous full
academic years and must spend 60 percent of their workload teaching
undergraduate courses.
Simply complete the following application and mail your nomination to the
Alumni Center by campus mail.
Thanks for your help in selecting the 1991 Master Teacher recipient.
TEAR AND DROP IN THE CAMPUS MAIL BOX LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS POST OFFICE OR RETURN TO THE ALUMNI CENTER
NAME
COMMENTS.
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Experience

Confidence
Every Successful Person Has ItHow Can You Acquire It?

A Prerequisite in Today's Job
Market!

Gain Both, Working 3 to 5 nights a week for prestigious
Colleges and Universities
Help Universities/Colleges and gain business experience. If
you are mature, reliable and speak articulately, we will train
you to be a PROFICIENT Caller and Fundraiser.
$5.25/hour
Call
FUND-RAISING AND MANAGEMENT COUNSEL, INC.
3921 CLEMSON BLVD.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29621

DEPARTMENT,

231-7104
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Upcoming Sports Events
Don't miss the last Lady Tiger
basketball home games of the
season. They face Wake Forest
Saturday and Georgia Tech
Monday. Both games begin at
7:00 p.m. in Littlejohn.

Top recruits
not flocking
to Tigertown
David
Thomas

sports
editor
As the winter weather fades
away and basketball enters its
latter stages of the season, the
pleasant distraction of football
recruiting resurfaces yet again.
B ut one not so pleasant thought
that has popped up in the minds
of many Clemson football fans is
the idea that Clemson is losing its
long-held edge on recruiting over
the South Carolina Gamecocks.
In recent years Clemson has
dominated the recruiting circuit
in the Carolinas, losing only a
few of the best players to South
Carolina each year. With a
monstrous win over Illinois in
the Hall of Fame Bowl, many
thought that Clemson's winning
heritage was proven to be still
intact. But whether or not that
was the case, the top players just
didn't seem too interested in
wearing bright orange this year.
The top prospect in South
Carolina and the nation's 25th
ranked prospect, according to one
recruiting service, seems to have
already bypassed Clemson. Receiver/running back Brandon
Bennett of Greer had narrowed
his choice down last weekend to
Tennessee or USC. Clemson
wasn't even a choice.
Camden's star wide receiver
Bobby Engram was persuaded to
play in Happy Valley at Penn
State after an influential visit from
the demi-god of football himself
— Joe Paterno.
Even in the state of Georgia,
where Clemson snatched up AllAmerican place kicker and punter
Chris Gardocki as well as AilAmerican offensive tackle Stacy
Long, Clemson had been beaten
to the goods by USC and other
Atlantic Coast Conference
schools. As of Sunday, four of
Georgia's Top-100 prospects had
given verbal commitments to
USC. The Duke Blue Devils
raked in five of Georgia's top
prospects, while N. C. State
walked away with two. Even
though the numbers aren't overwhelming, the shocking figure
lies in the fact that as of Sunday,
Clemson was yet to secure a
verbal commitment from a single
Georgia Top-100 recruit.
So do we hit the panic button?
Of course not. Clemson might
not be getting the best recruits in
the nation or the Southeast, but a
bunch of good ones keep pouring
in. Besides, Clemson's program
is still not completely out of rough
water, so an off recruiting season
(which is anything short of spectacular in the eyes of Tiger fans)
was to be expected.
And with the returning talent
from last year's squad. Coach
Hatfield could even afford not to
pick up a single recruit this year
and still have enough all stars to
fill the hole.

Tiger Facts

Spirts

Senior center Dale
Davis needs just 15
points to move to
fifth on the all-time
Clemson career
scoring list.

Tigers end ACC frustrations
by Brian W. Judski
staff writer
Wednesday's night game at
Littlejohn Coliseum between
Maryland and Clemson featured
the two worst teams in the ACC.
And for 40 minutes, the Tigers and
the Terrapins showed just why the
teams have combined for only three
wins in the ACC.
Luckily for the Tigers on this
night, Maryland was a tad worse, as
Clemson squeaked out a 73-69
victory for their first ACC victory
of the season.
"I'm glad we got a win, and I
hope we will build from this," said
a relieved Clemson coach Cliff Ellis.
"Losing this game would have been
devastating. It was a hard fought
game by both teams, and I'm pleased
with the way we fought down the
stretch."
For a while, it looked as if
Clemson was going to suffer its
eighth straight conference setback.
But a David Young three-pointer
with 4:18 remaining gave the Tigers
a 59-57 lead, their first since the
11:59 mark of the first half. Clemson got a basket from Sean Tyson,
and a couple of free throws by Dale
Davis to increase their lead to eight
with 1:33 left. The pesky Terrapin
club refused to surrender, though,
cutting the lead to three with 20
seconds left, and missing a chance
to tie on Mike Thibeault's threepoint attempt with 12 seconds left.
Dale Davis once again rose to the
occasion, snatching the rebound
and putting a lid on Clemson's
second victory in the past eleven
outings.
Davis barely missed registering
his first triple double of his career,
scoring 19 points, grabbing 20 rebounds, and swatting seven Maryland shots.
"Without a doubt, this was Dale

Davis' best game of the season.
That's the Dale Davis we need to
see for the rest of the season," emphasized Ellis. "He was the key to
the game and I can't say enough
about that."
"I think this game is a tremendous confidence booster," said a
jubilant Davis. "We have been so
close at so many points in time, and
hopefully this will be a stepping
stone for the remainder of the season."
Maryland's full court press
caused havoc for the Tigers, resulting in a season-high 24 Clemson
turnovers. Maryland too had
problems holding on to the ball,
committing 21 turnovers themselves.
Dale Davis' 10-foot jumper with
13:57 remaining in the first half
gave the Tigers an early 12-9 lead.
But the Terrapins proceeded to score
the next 14 points, capped off by
Vince Broadnax's three-point play
to give Maryland a 23-12 lead with
10:40 left in the half.
A late
Clemson surge pulled the Tigers
within six at the brake, 33-27.
Maryland center Cedric Lewis,
whose four blocked shots in the
game broke the all-time Terrapin
mark, picked up two fouls in the
first 41 seconds of the second half,
allowing Clemson to open up its
inside game and dominate the defensive boards.
Forward Sean Tyson provided
valuable minutes off the bench for
the Tigers, scoring 13 points and
adding three steals in 21 minutes of
PlayMaryland forward Garfield
Smith led the Terps with 23 points
and nine rebounds. Vince Broadnax
scored 21, and Syracuse transfer
Matt Roe added 17 for the Terps,
who once again played without their
leading scorer, Walt Williams, who
is out with a broken leg. The loss

Oup Busl/scnior -.tall photographer

Sean Tyson soars high but Eric Burks is quicker to the rebound.
The Tigers defeated Maryland 73-69 for their first ACC win of
the 1990-91 season.
dropped Maryland to 2-6 in the
ACC, 12-9 overall.
Clemson (1 -7 in the ACC. 10-11
overall), will try to extend their new
home court winning streak Sunday

when they face the highly touted
"Fire and Ice" of Chris Corbhiani
and Rodney Monroe and the rest of
the N.C. State Wolfpack. Game
time is 1:30.

Hatfield impressed with Tiger signees
by Eric Lyons
assistant sports editor
Twenty-two college football recruits signed on the dotted line
Wednesday and became Clemson
Tigers on the national signing day.
Coach Hatfield was pleased that
this recruiting class filled his immediate needs.
"We filled in the areas that we
immediately needed help in which
our defensive backfield area. We
didn't get many running backs and
just one fullback, but we filled our
needs for this time," said Hatfield.
A major trend from past recruiting seasons, however, was the
number of out of state recruits.
Just seven players will come
from South Carolina, while five
will come from North Carolina. No
recruits from the state of Georgia
were signed.
Two players of particular interest include defensive back Andy
McCrorey who was named the defensive MVP in the South Carolina
North-South All-State game.
Kicker Jeff Sauve was successful
on 100 of 100 PATs in his high
school career, and had 27 career
field goals in high school including
a career best of 51 yards.

1991 Clemson Football Sienees
Name
Terrence Abney
Michael Barber
Paul Barton
Joe Boylan
Andre Carter
Clayton Casteel
Marvin Cross
Bobby Forbes
Jeff Fortner
Warren Forney
Mario Grier
Henry Guess
Robert Jackson
Andy McCrorey
DustinRash
Jeff Sauve
Lamarick Simpsor i
James Sims
Louis Soloman
Darnell Stephens
Chris Watson
Wyatt Wilson

Pos
DL
OLB
OL
OL
QB
OL
LB
TE
OL
DL
FB
WR
OL
DB
OL
K
DE
OLB
QB
DB
OL
DL

Hgt Wgt
6-4 290
6-3 235
6-7 275
6-6 240
6-0 185
6-4 245
6-4 215
6-6 250
6-6 293
6-4 285
5-11215
6-3 185
6-7 330
6-1 183
6-3 240
6-2 193
6-3 235
6-4 220
5-10179
6-1 205
6-5 320
6-5 260

Hometown
Ridge Springs-Monetta, SC
Lewisville, SC
Sorrento, LA
Philadelphia, PA
Camden, SC
Weaverville, NC
Durham, NC
Sacramento, CA
Fort Washington, MD
Rutherfordton, NC
Charlotte, NC
Cordova, SC
Washington, DC
Rock Hill, SC
Mesa, AZ
Mechanicsburg, PA
Rock Hill, SC
Lockhart,SC
Somerset, NJ
Converse, TX
Rowland, NC
SewelLNJ

School
Ridge Springs-Monetta
Fork Union Academy
St. Amants HS
St. John Neumann HS
Camden HS
N. Buncombe HS
Hillside HS
American CC
Lees McRae JC
Fork Union Prep
Valley Forge Prep
Edisto HS
Woodson HS
Rock Hill HS
MesaJC
Cumberland Valley HS
Rock Hill HS
LockhartHS
Franklin HS
Judson HS
S. Robeson HS
Washington HS

Gamecocks nip Tigers in Columbia
by David Thomas
sports editor
It was supposed to be a blowout.
It was supposed to be an ugly
massacre in front of a hostile USC
crowd. It was supposed to be a
game so lopsided that few Tiger
fans even made the trip down to
Frank McGuire Arena. Yes, the
game did end as yet another mark in
the loss column for a Tiger team
desperate for a victory. But at least
it was a showdown that gave the
USC followers a scare. At least it
wasn't the slaughter that everyone
expected. At least it wasn't a
blowout.
Another unexpected sight that
night was in the starting lineup for
the Tigers. Guard Donnell Bruce
was called upon to start for Coach
Ellis against the Gamecocks, and
Bruce answered the call with 23
points to lead the Tigers.
Bruce scoredClemson'sfirstfive
points in the game,,but USC
gradually built a substantial lead,
stretching it to 13 on a Barry Manning layup from a Michael Glover
steal and outlet pass with 26 seconds
left in the first half. USC seemed to
be pulling away with another easy
win.
But Andre Bovain quickly answered with a fast break lay up at
the 16-second mark to put the score
at 36-25. Bovain was fouled on the
drive, but he was unable to connect
on the free throw after the basket.
But, as luck would have it, the ball
bounced into Bovain's hands after
his foul shot, and USC's JoJo English was called for a holding foul.
Bovain approached the line for
the second time in three seconds,
and this time he nailed both free
throws to cut the Gamecocks' lead
to 36-27 at the half.
The second half started off with
a sluggish sputter, but at the 15:15
mark Bruce pulled up at the top of
the key to can a three-pointer,
pulling the Tigers within six.
Bruce's hot hand connected on
another wide open three-pointer
from the left side to cut the deficit to
40-37 with 13:11 remaining.
English responded with a threepointer of his own to push USC's
lead up to 43-37.
Bruce immediately responded
with his third three-pointer of the
second half to bring USC's lead
back down to 43-40 with 12:10
remaining. Then USC's defense
silenced Bruce for over 10 minutes,
yet Clemson still kept the Gamecock
lead slim.
Then Bruce found his touch with
1:28 left in the game with a 23 foot
three that brought Clemson within
one.
When USC's Joe Rhett missed
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Men's Basketball
Standings Through
February 6

ATLANTIC COAWCONFERENCE

League
TEAM

W

L

Overall
W L

#6 Duke
#11 Virginia
Georgia Tech
N. C. State
#9 North Carolina
Wake Forest
Maryland
Clemson

5
5
5
5
4
3
2
1

2
2
3
3
3
4
6
7

17 4
17 4
13 6
12 6
15 4
12 7
12 9
10 11

Wednesday's Games
Clemson 73, Maryland 69
N. C. State 97, North Carolina 91
Wake Forest 83, Bucknell 67

Thursday's Games
Virginia at Duke
N. C. State at North Carolina

Saturday's Games
Maryland at Duke
Georgia Tech at Wake Forest (Rj, 1:30)
Virginia at North Carolina (RJ, 4:00)

Sunday's Games
Tummy Beatinan/slal't photographer

Ricky Jones' dunk over Tar Heel Pete Chilcutt isn't enough to
propel the Tigers to victory over the North Carolina Tar Heels.
the front end of a one-and-one,
Clemson grabbed the rebound but
missed a chance to take the lead for
the first time in the game, as Jimmy
Mason's 18-footerwas off the mark.
USC again went to the free throw
line on a Clemson foul, and again
they came away empty. Michael
Glover missed both attempts at the
line with 41 seconds to play, leaving the Tigers with yet another opportunity to go on top. Sean Tyson
pulled up with less than 30 seconds
left for a 13-footer, but his jumper
rattled in and out and JoJo English
ripped down the rebound.
The Tigers sent English to the
foul line at the 21-second mark.
USC had missed its last five free
throws, but English came through
down the stretch, hitting both foul
shots to put USC up 56-53.
"I compliment our team because
we had to dig down real deep at the
end, and I thought maybe the free
throws were going to become the
Achilles Heel, but the last four we
made and that made the difference
in the game," remarked USC Coach

George Felton.
Clemson drove up the court in a
last-second effort to salvage the
game and put the ball in Bruce's
hands for the Tigers' final chance.
After hitting four three-pointers
earlier in the game, Bruce's fifth
and final attempt bounced off the
rim as Clemson's hopes of an upset
victory crashed to the floor.
"I think we played the best South
Carolina team since I've been at
Clemson," remarked Coach Ellis.
"We're disappointed.
"Defensively, in the second half
I thought we dug in, and I'm proud
of that, but there's no total consolation whenyou 're on the other side
of the win column. Ayearago,with
the exception of this game here and
at N. C. State, we won every game
that was close. And we have not
been in many close games this year,
but we had an opportunity to win it
and I hate like heck that we didn't
win it. But I'm proud that we fought
hard."
Clemson dropped to 9-11, while
USC improved to 17-5.

N. C. State at Clemson (RJ, 1:30)
LSU at Duke (CBS, 2:00)
Virginia at Wake Forest (RJ, 4:00)

UNC tops Tigers, 90-77
by Eric Lyons
assistant sports editor
After watching recent men's
basketball games, it may be difficult to believe that the team has
improved over the course of the
season.
But Coach Ellis firmly believes his team's performance in
the 90-77 loss to North Carolina
last Thursday was far better than
the Duke contest two weeks ago.
"Without a doubt, we played
hard," Ellis emphasized.
This improvement can be seen
by analyzing recent second-half
play of the Tigers. With eight
minutes remaining against Duke,
the Clemson deficit was at 22
points and the final deficit ballooned to 29. The deficit against
North Carolina with eight minutes
to go was 19. Instead of allowing
that deficit to mushroom, though,
the Tigers shaved six points off
the Tar Heel lead. Instead of
quitting, the Tigers continued to
PlayWhile Coach Ellis saw his
team improve their second half
play, Tar Heel Head Coach Dean
Smith saw no improvement in
his team' s play in the latter stages
of the ball game, a nemesis that
resulted in a recent loss to Georgia Tech. "I want to be excited
i

about winning, but the way we
handled those last minutes keeps
me from completely enjoying
the win."
The play against North Carolina was a carbon copy of the
Duke game in the first half. Every time UNC tied the ball game,
the Tigers had an two-point answer of their own until the 6:05
mark where UNC broke open a
24-24 tie and outscored Clemson
18-6 during the remainder of the
half to lead 42-30 at the break.
The Tigers were never within 12
the rest of the contest.
Coach Ellis pointed to the
first-half run as a key in the ball
game. "In the first half we were
playing well and then we had
some turnovers that allowed
them to make some easy buckets
to bust the game open."
The other key was the defensive play of Pete Chilcutt on
center Dale Davis. Dale shot
just six of 15 from the floor and
finished with 12 points.
David Young led the Tigers
in scoring with 15 points, while
Ricky Jones added 14 points.
The Tar Heels had four players
in double figures. Rick Fox
poured in 26 to lead all scorers,
while George Lynch and King
Rice each had 14 and Clifford
Rozier 10.

Hot shooting earns big bucks
by Geoff Wilson
staff writer

Sink it!

Chip East/senior staff photographer

An intentional foul in the second half of the Maryland basketball game sends Dale
Davis to the free throw line.

Wednesday night was a good
night at Littlejohn. Not only did the
Tigers end their seven-game ACC
losing streak, but junior Arnold
Brooks of Simpsonville hit four-offive three-pointers in the Amoco
Ultimate Challenge to win $ 10,000,
the first winner this season in the
halftime contest.
Brooks, an industrial management major, the second of two
randomly chosen students to shoot,
took the floor and promptly drained
the first shot.
"I said (to myself) if I made the
first one, I'd be in pretty good

shape," he said. "I could tell I
missed the' second one. but the rest
of them, I knew they were going
in."
In the contest, a person is given
35 seconds to shoot five shots; hitting three-of-five wins $100, and a
perfect five-of-five wins $20,000.
As Brooks' third successful shot
ripped the net, the crowd came to its
feet. Brooks milked the fans as the
shot clock ticked down to under
five seconds. If the shot went in, it
would be worth an extra $9,900. It
swished.
As of press time, Brooks has no
plans on how to his money but will
no doubt enjoy his new-found
wealth.
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First-ever dual-meet win over
UNC for wrestling team
by Eric Lyons
assistant sports editor
The return of key personnel from
injuries propelled the wrestling team
to a 20-11 victory over ACC-foe
North Carolina. The win was the
first defeat ever of the Tar Heels in
a dual-meet in Clemson wrestling
history.
"As far as a dual meet is concerned, this is one of our top victories at Clemson," said Head Coach
Eddie Griffin. "We had superior
efforts from people who had been
injured of late, and we had great
leadership from our seniors. North
Carolina had been ranked 14th
coming win, but we felt we matched
up with them very well."
An emotional lift for the Tigers
early in the match was the return of
senior Donnie Heckel, who had been
out since Dec. 29 with a knee injury. He made his return to the mat

" As far as a dual meet is concerned, this is
one of our top victories at Clemson."
Eddie Griffin
head coach
Clemson wrestling team
a memorable one with a 10-5 victory over North Carolina's Ty
Moore, the sixth-ranked 118-pound
wrestler in the nation.
Senior Kurt Howell, also returning to action after being sidelined
with an injury, returned in fine
fashion with a 7-4 downing of Jeff
Vasquez in the 126-pound class.
The two wins propelled the Tigers to a quick 6-0 lead, and the
momentum carried them through
the rest of the match.
"Donnie Heckle and Kurt Howell
could have stayed out another week
because of injuries, but they worked

USA SNAPSHOTS

hard to get ready for this meet. It
meant a lot to them, and when they
won the first two matches, it carried
over to the rest of the team," said
Coach Griffin.
Other individual victories for
Clemson in the UNC match were
Dave Miller's win at 167, Keith
Turner's win at 177, and Scott
Williams's win in the heavyweight
class.
The North Carolina win propels
the Tigers into first place in the
ACC standings heading into this
weekend's match at N. C. State on
Thursday.
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Indoor track team
awarded first place
after point re-count
by Jay Pobis
staff writer
The Clemson Track team was
awarded an unusual victory this
past weekend. When the Tigers
left Baton Rouge on Sunday night
they were under the impression
they had finished second to Texas
in the LSU 10-way meet. The
match was rescored after coach
Bob Pollock's crew had already
headed home, and the Tigers were
declared victorious over the
Longhorns who finished second.
The Tigers were led by AllAmerican sophomore James Trapp
who took first place in the 200
meter sprint event. Trapp also
anchored the 4X400 relay team,
with Andrew Beecher, Kendrick

ACC

®

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE

Female football fans
Women made up a greater percentage of the Super Bowl
TV audience this year than in any previous year;

^38%

Clemson Indoor
Track Invitational
February 16
Littlejohn Colesium
Roach, and Michael Green, setting a meet record while taking
the event as well. The Tigers set
another meet record in the 4X800
relay on the strength of Natfal
Gichaba, four time Ail-American
Philip Greyling, Dave Wittman,
and Andrew Beecher.
In two weeks the Tigers will
compete in their own Clemson
Invitational on February 16 in
Littlejohn Coliseum.

Women's Basketball
Standings Through
February 6

TEAM

League
W L

Overall
W L

#1 Virginia
Maryland
#6 N. CState
#19 Clemson
Duke
Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
North Carolina

9
7
6
5
4
3
1
0

21 1
14 8
19 3
15 5
14 8
13 8
12 9
10 12

0
2
3
3
5
5
8
9

Upcoming Clemson Games

Source: Nielsen Media Research

Bob Laird, USA TODAY

Thr., Feb. 7
Sat., Feb. 9
Mon., Feb. 11
Thr., Feb. 14
Sat., Feb. 16
Fri., Feb. 22
Sun., Feb. 24

at Georgia
Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
at Maryland
at Virginia
at Duke
at North Carolina

7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Duke student body redefines the term 'home court advantage1
DCopyrighl I9yi.USATODAY/AppleCollegeInformation Network

The "Cameron Crazies" love the
home team — and love to verbally
abuse opposing teams.
To see the "Cameron Crazies"
erupt is to vividly witness the primary reason why, when high-powered Duke plays here, Coach Mike
Krzyzewski and his athletes are assured of one of the most potent
home court advantages in the history of college basketball.
Entering its Thursday contest
against Virginia, Duke has won 90
of its last 99 home games.
"As far as giving us an advantage, it's tough for us to have a
down game when the students are
here," Krzyzewski said. "People say
it helps, and they think through intimidation. I don't really believe
that as much as it helps your team
get through moments of fatigue."
The 3,000 or so students, who
closely surround the court on all
four sides, are also known as "The
Sixth Man." Their roaring lung
power, chants, antics and posters
(which often are intentionally insulting) are known coast to coast
thanks to Duke, typically, playing
20 or more live TV games annually.
"Every student here feels they
are on the floor with the players,"
said Audrey Sherman, president of
the Duke Pep Band. "As hard as
they are playing, that's as hard as

"As far as giving us an advantage, it's tough for us to have
a down game when the students are here."
Mike Krzyzewski
Duke University Head
Basketball Coach
we cheer and play our instruments.
It's an overall team effort. It's not
just the players. It's all of us, and
we take it very seriously."
The Duke students relish their
impact.
Some are eager "media sluts,"
acting, looking or talking outrageous to attract TV cameras.
"We're like hungry wolves, dying for a piece of meat," said Duke
senior Glenn Coleman, a fourth
generation "Hoophead" for wearing a rim and net as an easily seen
symbol of the students' passionate
support.
It's not all good clean fun.
Against area rival North Carolina on Jan. 19, for example, some
of the "Cameron Crazies" chanted
"bitch, bitch, bitch" as they pointed
at a North Carolina cheerleader. "If
they chant 'bitch,' I'm not saying
that's right," Krzyzewski said. "The
next time, I'd tell them 'Just don't
do it.' And they probably won't do
it."
The worst example came in 1984
when Maryland's Herman Veal,
who was accused of sexual miscon-

duct, drew a vicious verbal barrage.
During pregame introductions,
Duke students pelted the court with
hundreds of panties and condoms.
During the game, the students attacked him with X-rated words.
He had the last laugh, producing
12 points, 10 rebounds, and five
assists as Maryland won.
After that, several Duke officials, shamed by the negative national image, wrote open letters
asking the students to clean up their
act. But excessive profanity is constant at Duke home games.
"Our chants are more obnoxious," said Duke sophomore Dean
Lin, his face dominated by blue and
white paint. "We're as rude as possible to the other team."
Five years ago, when North
Carolina's Steve Hale was sidelined
by a collapsed lung, he walked to
the visiting bench in street clothes.
The Duke students shouted, "Inhale. Exhale."
Even Tar Heel coach Dean Smith
laughed at that prank.
A year ago, when Georgia Tech' s
3-point sharpshooter, the once-

pudgy Dennis Scott, visited
Cameron Indoor Stadium, the students did their best to wreck his
diet.
"That's my favorite," said Brian
Davis, a Duke junior forward. "The
crowd shouted 'Hi Dennis' and then
started throwing doughnuts,
Twinkies, potato chips and candy
bars. Sometimes, that (the students'
abuse) hurts us because it gets the
other team so pumped up and irritated, they come at us so hard."
"We're dedicated to riling the
otherteam," Duke sophomore Anne
Gallagher said. "We have a habit of
finding out the faults of the other
team and highlighting them."
"In most of the new arenas, the
crowd doesn't come right to the
court — there's some sort of a
buffer," Krzyzewski said.
"Even if it's 10 feet, it's too
much, because the game is a very
intimate game. People are running
around in their underwear and
showing all their expressions. You
can't hide an attitude. You are exposed out there. When the crowd is
right on top of you, the crowd then

becomes part of the game, instead
of just watching the game."
He makes an extra effort to create a lingering bond with the students, often speaking to student
groups.
"We have tried to fuel the flame,
so to speak, in that regard,"
Krzyzewski said. "We talk to our
students about how much of a positive impact they have and coach
them as to things we feel they are
not doing well or that are inappropriate. We tell them that, and I
think they have been very, very
receptive."
During the nitty-gritty of a close
game, Cameron Indoor Stadium
(capacity 9,300) becomes a cauldron of pounding noise.
"It's like being in an airport
with 15 flights taking off at once —
it's ear-piercing," Duke sophomore
Stacy Kleiner said.
When the Blue Devils slap their
palms on the hard wood, a gesture
designed to create added defensive
intensity, the stomping students respond with an avalanche of screams
that flow over everyone.
"The noise is like a 20-alarm
blaze in a high rise with every alarm
going off," Davis said. "You can't
hear yourself think. We don't even
talk in those situations. We just
point, point, point. If you don't get
excited from that noise, you' 11 never
get excited in your life, because it
carries you."
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Women's
Basketball
in Littlejohn
vs. Wake Forest
Saturday, 7 p.m.
vs. Georgia Tech
Monday, 7 p.m.
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Netters routed by
14th-ranked Kentucky
Clemson, SC— Clemson fell to
Kentucky in men's tennis 6-0 Tuesday at the Hoak Sloan Tennis Center in Clemson. The 24th-ranked
Tigers fall to 2-3-1 on the season.
Kentucky, who is ranked 14th in
the latest poll, moves to 4-0 for the
year.
In the number one singles event,
John Yancey, who is ranked 41st
among men's singles players nationally, upset Greg Seilkop 4-6,76,6-3 who held the ranking of 30th

in the nation.
Mayhar Goodarz of Kentucky
knocked off George Lampert 6-4,
4-6, 6-4. The other four Clemson
participants were beaten in straight
sets.
Clemson's is next in action when
they travel to Minneapolis, MN, on
February 15-16, to participate in the
Minnesota Ice Volleys. The Tigers
will play their next home match on
March 2, when N.C. State visits the
Tigers.

ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

80286 COMPUTER SPECIAL
12 MHZ. ZERO-WAJT STATE 80286 CPU
MINI-CASE AND 200 WATT POWER SUPPLY
1 MB RAM
1.2 OR 1.44 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
40 MEG WESTERN DIGITAL IDE HD (28MS)
2 SERIAL /l PARALLEL
HERCULES GRAPHICS ADAPTER
BLACK & WHITE OR AMBER MONOCHROME MONITfJt
DOS 3.3 WITH BASIC
PFS FIRST CHOICE W/ PRODIGY SOFTWARE
PANASONIC KX-P1180 MULTI-MODE PRINTER

RENTAL: $99 PER MONTH
RENT TO OWN: $149 PER MONTli
PURCHASE PRICE: $1,224.00

is printed on
100%
recycled paper
Student Government Council
promotes

"Ribbon Rally"

HUDDLE wast

®

10% DISCOUNT
ALL STUDENTS,
ALL PURCHASES
WITH VALID I.D. CARD
GDUD SERVICE, GUOD FUUD,
GUOU PRICES

IsoQ t <*►*

Feb. 11-15
Buy a yellow ribbon from a
Student Government Council
Member. Tables will be set up
around campus.

Feb. 15
Troop Support Day!
WEAR YOUR RIBBON!
Peace Vigil Tillman Auditorium
7:00-9:00 p.m.

Breakfast Anytime
1001 Tiger Blvd.
Par
Cheezie's
Pi22a

SPEAKERS:
• CPT. J.C. Hayes, U.S. Navy, retired
• COL. William R. Alston, U.S. Air Force, retired
• President Max Lennon
• Roberta Nofko, American Red Cross

PROCEEDS GO TO
THE AMERICAN RED CROSS
FOR THE SUPPORT QF THE
SOLDIERS OF
OPERATION DESERT STORM.

What Does A Heart Shaped Pizza
From Par Cheezie's Say?
Dine-In
Carry Out
or Delivery

Valentine's
Day Only

654-9243
Plus Tax

518 College Ave.
(Across from Post Office)

*The Peace Vigil is not a demonstration or a
religious service.

054-4101

(Formerly Mazzio's)

FREE Delivery M-F 5-Closing, Sat. & Sun. 12-Closing

FREE Cheese Nachos ^forVoFF PIZZATFRFE"REF|IL"CUP
Redeem thii coupon for one FREE erder
of Cheese Nachos with the purchase ef
i Large Par Cheezle't Pizza.

Redeem thit coupon for $3 OFF a Large
Par Cheezle't Pizza or $2 OFF a
Medium Par Cheezle't Pizza.

H,al Niehii alallaala al aMIHaaal ml. VaU »lik artiar
f raiaarlaai ar cNtaat. On, tMtta tar cmranar, tar lira,

Vda" tAA alr.tr traiaarltaa ar cauttat. Oaa tavtaa tar
cHiltmir, tar Lira., f\iu ,rtV . Ota** Far rflaa-la, carry
Ml tni a"»llr»ry (arhara aaallaala). Carlala a.ltmy
raalrlcrlaaa may ipkly.

•lua ardar. tnl tar Jlaa-la, carry Ml itti dalltarf |«fhara
aaallaala). Carlala 4all>arf ntlrltrlaaa »iy •,<!(.

>a^*»^.

Pizza

•^•a^

Ohoe^>Pizza

Redeem thii coupon for one FREE
REFILL CUP with any food purchase.
VaN with »ih,r ,r«m,rt*ni ar cantaaa. Oaa ctaatn tar
tairamir. Citl far 4Ua-la, cirry aMI and Jdlviry [wKtri
aaallaala).

-^•»^

Pizza
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Swimmers end regular
season on winning note
by Geoff Wilson
staff writer
Ohio in winter is supposed to
be cold. Bitterly cold.
Last Saturday, though, the
temperature was well above
normal, not nearly as cold as the
Clemson swim teams.
Going into their meets with
Ohio University and Cleveland
State, the Tiger women hadn't
won a meet in two weeks, and
the men hadn't won one since
Nov. 18.
They both needed wins badly
in their last dual meets of the
season. They got them.
The men won their meet 139102, improving their season
record to 6-3, and the women
triumphed as well, 131-112,
moving to 6-2.
The Tiger men used a balanced attack, taking first in eight
events to win for the first time
since they defeated Virginia Tech
in November. In between had
come losses to UNC, N.C. State,
and USC. Junior Craig Becker
took first in the 100 free with a
time of 47.27. Senior Rob Berry
and sophomore Henry Faris won
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the 200 backstroke and the 200
fly with times of 1:56.09 and
1:52.59, respectively. The other
win came in the 50 freestyle, with
senior Frank Clark posting a time
of 21.20.
The women had two swimmers take three firsts: sophomore
Paulette Russell and junior
Michele Richardson. Russell
won the 200 breaststroke
(2:24.55), the 200 free (1:53.19)
and the 400 individual medley
(4:29.93). Richardson finished
first in the 200 butterfly (2:03.39),
the 500 free (4:56.81) and the
1000 freestyle (10:04.08).
Freshman diver Heather
Langendorfer also took top honors in both the one- and threemeter diving competitions.
The men and the women both
head to Chapel Hill, NC, to compete in the ACC Swimming and
Diving Championships. The
women's meet is next weekend,
while men compete February 2224. Both squads will participate
in the Tar Heel Invitational March
1, while top regional teams and
individual qualifiers will move
on to the NCAA Championships
March 28-30 in Indianapolis.

'Elegant sofa by
day
Wonderfulsteep by
night

0<P

• Hand Crafted "futon"
mattresses
• Convertible recliner
ofabeds
•Open Mon. 11-8 & 11-6
Tues.Sat.
• Closed Wed. & Sun.
Call 654-6942
•Free Shirt w/$100
purchase
• Now Open 6 Days a
week over 20 frame
styles to choose from

Hwy 93 across wS
from Ingles
^

The Futon Factory

110-2 Calhoun St, Clemson, SC 654-8600

VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIALS
Give the Gift that Never Wilts!
1 Dozen "Long -stemmed" Chocolate Chip Cookies
$15.99 or "Long-Stemmed" Heart-Shaped Sugar
Cookies Boxed Like Live Roses, Only Edible!
9" Heart-Shaped Red Velvet w/Cream Cheese
Frosting $10.99 Decorated and Personalized

*
-

r
i

l

!

L

$2.00 Off
All Orders Placed by 2/9/91 _j

fJJiare 0%e

With Herff Jones
Graduation
Announcements.

May Graduates - Clemson University
Announcement, Cap & Gown Order Dates
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
February 12,13 & 14
.9:00-4:30
Clemson Bookstore lfHERFp
Deposit $20.00
J JONES

love and I didst
4711 evermore."
-Anonymous English lit major

mm
A STIMULATING EXPERIENCE.
(If you've never 471 I'd, come to JCPcnncy and learn how. While supplies last, get a free T-shirt with any 4711 purchase.) - i
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
The Eastern and Occult Religions
Discussion Group will meet
Wednesday, Feb. 13, at 7:00 p.m. in
Martin MK-102. Discussion topic will
be the ancient Chinese Classic, the I
Ching. Lively conversation (and
refreshments) guaranteed!
PRTM-Intern/Career
Expo,
Thursday, Feb. 14, at the University
Union Palmetto Ballroom. Interviews
scheduled for: Informal-10:00 a.m.11:30 a.m.; Formal-l:00p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Look for summer jobs, internships, and
career opportunities.
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS-Are
drugs a problen in your life? We have
meetings in Clemson at 117 Sloan St.,
Stockman House, Sundays, 3:00 p.m.,
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 7:00 p.m.
Meetings are under no surveilance at
anytime. For more information call 1800-922-5305.
Alpha Epsilon Delta and Delta
Sigma Nu will sponsor a trip to the USC
School of Medicine on Friday, Feb. 15.
For details and to sign-up please contact
Ken Revis-Wagner at 656-3835 as soon
as possible.
The Graduate Student Association
is currently taking applications for its
1991-92 Officers. The offices of
President, Vice President, Treasurer,
and Secretary will run from May 1,
1991 to May 1, 1992, and each office
carries with it a stipend of $2000.
Nominations may be mailed to GSA,
P.O. Box 2368, Clemson University.
For more information, call the GSA at
656-2697.
Economics

Club

meeting-

SPRINGBREAK!!!
on
Beautiful Hilton Head Island,
South Carolina!!
Only $98!
Spacious 2& 3 bedroom fully
furnished townhouses across
the street from the beach!
Sleeps 6 to 8. Pool & Tennis
courts! Rates based on 4
people. Space limited-call
■
• NOW!
Call (803) 785-7566

Wednesday, Beb. 13, in Sirrine room
209. Organizational meeting at 7:30
p.m.-Speaker at 8:00 p.m., Roger
Meiners on Law and Economics.
Everyone welcome!

for sale
Is It True.. .Jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. Government? Call for facts! 504649-5745 EXT. S-5987.

help wanted
Wanted: '79-'82 Toyota Celica,
Good Condition. Call Stephanie. Call
868-4112.
We need self-motivated students.
Earn up to $ 10/hour. Market credit cards
on campus. Flexable hours. Only 10
positions available. Call now 1-800950-8472 Ext.20.
Lifeguards, Swim Coaches, Swim
Instructors: Summerpositions available
in the Atlanta area. Excellent wages.
Certification classes available. Contact
Swim Atlanta Pool Management, 404992-8818.
Resort Hotels, Cruiselines, Summer
Camps, and Amusement Parks, NOW
accepting applications forsummerjobs,
internships and career positions in the
U.S. and Mexico. Formore information
and an application; write National
Colliegiate Recreation Service; P.O.
Box 8074; Hilton Head SC 29938.
Earn up to $10/hour. Market credit
cards on campus. Flexible hours. Only
ten positions available. Call Cathy 1800-950-8472 Ext.20.
Earn $5.25/hour calling for
prestigious colleges and universities.
Part-time three to five nights a week.

KATHLEEN YOUNG

YACHT CHARTERS J
Attn: Students!
It's not too soon to start
planning that Spring Break
trip. Spend seven days of fun
and sun on a sailing yacht
in the Bahamas.
Call anytime for details
1-800-447-2458

Call Shawn Hall at Fund-Raising and
Management Counsel for more
information. 231-7104.
FAST
FUND-RAISING
PROGRAM- Earn up to $1000 in a
week for your campus organization!
This program works! No investment
needed! Call Toll-Free: 1-800-3222464.
The YMCA needs a bus driver for
its after school child care program.
Applicants must be available to work
weekdays from 2:00-3:00 p.m. Come
by Holtzendorff YMCA Center or call
656-2460.
Guys? Do you have a dynamic
speaking voice? Make $10 for every
message you record for legitimate phone
service. Messages range from 2 to 3
minutes. Call 653-9432 for details. Ask
for Beth or leave message.
Easy work! Excellent Pay!
Assemble products at home. Call for
information. 504-641-8003 Ext. 5987.
Lifeguards- Summer jobs available
in Atlanta, Roswell, Marietta,
Kennesaw, Georgia areas. Excellent
Pay. Register now! Patrick's
Professional Pool Service, (404) 9987618.

lost and found
Lost: Charm bracelet with ballet
slippers charm. If found call Constance
858-8769.
Lost-35mm automatic camera,
Thursday, Jan. 24 between Barnett and
Mauldin. I would like at least the film
and contents in the case returned. Call
858-6143.
Found: 14kt gold charm bracelet
behind Redfern, charms have graduation
and birth date. Clara 656-3165.
Found: Microcomputer lab disk
entitled KINEXUS. Contact Robert at
the Canteen or call 656-2692 to identify.

miscellaneous
HORSES BOARDED- 12x12 stalls,
round pen, hot walker, daily turnout
and stall cleaning, fed three times,
specialized care for show horses. Call
972-3294.

In celebration of turning the big 3-0, Domino's Pizza® will deliver a medium
pizza with your favorite lopping for just 30; when you order a large Domino's
Pizza at the regular price. So hurry and get to a phone

A Bahamas Party Cruise, 6 days
only $279! Jamaica and Florida 6 days
$299! Daytona $ 159 Panama City $99!
Call Spring Break Travel 653-3212.

personals
What's the PUNCH LINE?
Hey MOM-Happy 50th Birthday!
I'll see you in March. Keep the snow
cold for me!-KT
LB-Add an A to the CW and you'll
be OK-KT
Cindi-Be good and don't ski off any
more rocks. Leave that to the pros or
me-Your "Big" brother.
Do you know the PUNCH LINE?
To: "CU Babe" in Tigertown
Monday night. It was love at first sight.
Can I call you? S.S
Dear Karen D-I can't wait 2 years;
.Be my Valentine and go out with me!
Jim-Good Luck with your Georgia
interview Monday. Relax! You'll do
great, I have faith in you! I Love You!Shelly

housing
Party Houses-North Myrtle Beach.
Welcome groups Of 4-34people. Groupleader discounts. Call Myrtle Beach
Tours 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Heatwave Vacations, Spring Break
1991. The best rates Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas. For more information, call
Gregory at 1-800-395-9283.

Zetas-Get excited about .the first
annual Kappa Zeta Formal! Altitude
check!-Love, Linda, Kimberly, and
Tracy.

Male Roommate needed- furnished
2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment. Washer/
Dryer and Dishwasher. $125/month
plus 1/4 utilities. Call 653-3626.

How
does
spending
SPRINGBREAK on a sailing yacht in
the Bahamas sound? Seven days of
FUN in the SUN. For details call 1 -800-

Ferg and Drum- Congratulations on
your BROTHER getting that GA job.
Don't forget to tell-that I love her. The
MIZ

py 20th Birthday, Jody! Have a
at day! Happy Valentine's Day,
too! Love You, Mr. Fister.

without a formal to go to? Happy
Valentine's Day-Love, Linda.

Bob-One down and one to go! What^
are we going to do next weekend
without a formal to go to? Happy
Valentine's
mes Day-Love, Linda

Mike-Don't ask or you mayftet al
answer. Happv Valentine'slDayJ
36B A.K.A. Paige.
JHF-Here's to getting to know YOU
better. Happy Valentine's Day-CLM

Happy 20tff Birthday,
kHapfyVali
1 Lolelfo|, MilFister
Mike-Don't ask or you may. get, ts
answer. Happy Valentine's Da\
A.K.AdPais

Esme-You will al
in my heart. Happy
Little Cricket Fo

Jeffy-Thank you for 8 months o
love and understanding. It's only th
beginning! I will always love you!
Your Baaby, Libba.
Bob-One down and one to go! What
we going to do next weekend

vare

The PUNCH LINE is coming.

appy Valentine's D
yVti for everythirv

Esme-You will always have a place in
■ Happy Valentine's Day-Lirjtle

George-Happy Valentine's Day! I
Love You!-Amy.

FOR THE NEXT CALLER!

447-2458 anytime.

Spring Break-only $350, Spend it in
Florida Keys or Bahamas on one of our
yachts. All meals, sun and fun included.
Easy sailing, Miami FL. 1(800)7804001.

Binky and Irenie-My roommates are
the greatest! Happy Va^
Love, Ph

30* PIZZA

North Myrtle Beach Ocean Drive
Apartments are available for Spring
Break orSummer Workers. Call 1-803449-6625 or 1-803-272-5980.

Jeffy-Thank you for 8 months of love
and understanding. It's only the
beginning! I will always love you!Your Baaby, Libba.

appy Valentine's Day
mportant man in my
life. Thanks for sticking with me
through the hard times I've had, and
keeping my chin up when I Get
4»»rrrJ'm so glad I stayed with you
brwlre sake of the kids!-I Love
TMM-Thank you for always being
there when I need you. You're one
of the most special people in my
life, and I just wanted to let you
know that I cherish my weekl;
allowance. So what's your idea o
fun? Happy Valentine's Day
incredibly sexy roommate fan.

Sundays experience something
different Acid House Industrial
Music
*********

^

A PRIVATE CLUB

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA'
654-3082
384-2 College

30* COCA-COLA®
Buy any pizza at the regular price,
and get a serving of diet Coke® or
Coca-Cola®classic for just 30'.

4pm-2am Mon.-Thur.
llam-3am Fri.-Sat
llam-1 am Sunday

Sal.

The Other People
Don't Miss It!
******

Right now order two delicious
medium one-topping pizzas and
pay only 9.99

In March: New Potato Caboose
& Stairway to Heaven

s ii 3b

********

-aan4-

Ad Expires 2/15/91

Back by popular demand

30 MINUTE
DINNER DEAL

D

Valid A participating stores only. Not valid with any other otter.
Prices may vary. Customer pays sates tax where appBcaUe. Delivery
areas limited to ensure sate driving. Our drivers carry less than
$2000. Our drivers are not penalised tor late deliveries.

Your Dance Club
18 years and over
654-2059

Wednesday Feb. 20

VaW at participating stores onty. Not valid witn any other otter.
Prices may vary Customer pays sales ux where awJitcaMe Dekvery
areas imited to ensure sate driving. Our drivers cany less than
$2000 Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.

Ad Expires 2/15/91

Thursdays: Come early - no cover before 10:00 p.m.

